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"As the species of the same genus usually have,

though by no means invariably, much simílarity in

habits and constitution, and always in structure, the

struggle will generally be more severe between them,

if they come into competition with each other, than

between the species of distinct genera. "

- 
Darwin, 1859
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ABSTRT\CT

Characteristics of nest sites of eastern and wescern

kingbirds on the forested ridge, Delta Marsh, Manitoba,

\¡'¡ere studied during l-976 and 1977. Habitat analysis was

performed around each nest site at three leve1s of resolu-

tion: macrosite (.07 ha), microsite (.01 ha), and nest tree.
Principal component analysis of overstory vegetation

characteristics of randomly selected plots (.01 ha) defined

the rhabitat space'of the study area in terms of the major

components of variation in the vegetation. Discriminant

function analysis of the random plots identified the major

gradÍent in the variation of the vegetation (corresponding

roughly to a microgeographical gradient from north to south)

and characterized the differences between north- and south-

zone type microhabitats.

Principal component analysis of the vegetation char-

acteristics of kingbird nest sites at both macrosite and

microsite leve1s determined the relative position of each

species in the 'habitat space' . Projection of the nest

site data onto the random plot ordination indicated that
eastern kingbird nest sites were more evenly distributed

than those of western kingbirds along the major com.ponents

of variation in the ridge vegetation. Virtually all of the

western kingbird sites and most of the eastern kingbird

sites appeared to be situated in north-zone type microhabi-

tat. Discriminant functi-on analvsis of the nest sites at
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all three leve1s of resol-ution identified the variables

most important in charactertzing the diffe::ences between

the nest sites of the two species. At the microhabitat
(macrosite and microsite) Ieve1, western kinqbird sites

were characterized by fewer but larger trees than eastern

kingbird sites. Western kingbird nest trees v,/ere larger

and taller, and their nests were placed higher than those

of eastern kingbirds " Eastern kingbirds employed the fine-
grained strategy of a habitat generalist in their selection

of nest sites from both available microhabitat types, and

in their selection of nest trees from a wide range of tree

sizes. I{estern kingbirds exhibited the coarse-grained

response of a specialist, selecting sites in only the

north-zone type rnicrohabitat, and nest trees from the

larger sizes.

A combination of macrosite and nest tree variables

achieved the best statistical separatíon between eastern

and western kingbird nest sites, using discriminant function

analysis of the combined data sets. The degree of separa-

tion of the species along the resource dimension of nestinq

habitat, defj-ned in terms of the best dj-scriminating

variables, is considered sufficient to per:mit coexistence

of these species in the event nesting habitat should prove

to be the resource limiting the population of either species.
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ÏNTRODUCTION

Animals partition resources in three basic ways:

spatially, trophically, and temporally (Pianka 1973).

Schoener (I974) observed that, in general, habitat dimen-

sions are important more often than food dimensions, which

are, in turn, important more often than temporal dimensions.

Selection of different habitats within the same area

is the conmonest means of ecological segregation among

passerine birds (Lack I977) " Bird species select nest sites

within specific habitats (Lack 1933; Lack and Venables 1939),

and shorv species-specific responses to certain visual

combinations of the structure of the habitat (Svärdson L949¡
2 ¡a¡eHilden 1965i James and Shugart 1970). Among closely related

species slight differences in habitat preference are cofitmon,

coinciding with subtle differences in habitat pattern (Lack

r97r).

The Approach

In this study data are presented on the use of the same

nesting habitat by eastern kingbirds (Tvrannus tvrannus) and

western kingbirds (!. verticalis). The area examined is an

island of forest habitat, bordered along one edge by marsh

and upland meadow, and along the other by open water. Both

species are primarily insectivorous (Beal 1-9L2) , and the

food supply in the area appears to be superabundant through-

out the breeding season (see Busby L978; Macl(enzie unpubl.

data). However, availability of suitable nest sites could



be an important limiting factor for these species. l{esting

habitat would then constitute a resource dimension alonq

which segregation would be expected to occur, íf the species

were to coexist indefinitely"

The pur_oose of this study was to determine how such

sj-mílar soecies share the nesting habitat resources avail-a]:Ie

to them. The approach involved the apolication of multi-

variate techniques to a set of habitat variables which were

considered relevant to an assessment of niche breadth and

overlap along the resource dimension of nesting habitaL.

The following objectives were pursued: 1) to describe

the distribution of the nests of each species on the study

areai 2) to determine the structural and floristic character-

ístics of the vegetation on the study area, thereby defining

the 'habitat space' (after James 7971) in terms of these

characteristics; 3) to determine the breadth of use of the

available habitat by each species, hence, the relative

position of each in the habitat space; 4) to determine the

overlap of the two species' niches along the dimension of

nesting habitat; 5) to identify, through reduction in the

dimensionality of the habitat component of the species'

niches, those factors whícir appeared most important in

characterizing the difference in nesting habitat resource

use between the species.



The Species

The eastern kingbird and the western kingbird are

sympatric over much of western North America (Fig. 1). The

area of symÞâtry constitutes only 35% of the breeding range

of the eastern kinqbird, but 603 of the v¡estern kingbird's
breeding range. Vlithin their common ranoe, where one species

is abundant, the other is usually much less so¡ and there

is also regional variation as to v¡hich species exploits the

wider range of habitats (see Hiatt L942; Hamilton L962) 
"

Over much of its range the eastern kingbird nests alono

the edges of woodlots, in orcharCs, freeuently in riparian

communities, and near marshes (Bent 1942; Smith 1965). In

the parts of its range rvhere wooded areas are scarce, the

eastern kingbird inhabits open country, often nesting in

low shrubs.

The western kJ-ngbird is typical of dry, grassland areas,

but over much of its range its distribution appears to be

dependent on the presence of at least a few trees for nesting.

It is therefore a common inhabitant of prairie riparian wood-

lands, where it often reaches high nesting densities (e.9.,

see Carothers qE aI. L974). The apparent dependence on trees

or other talI structures (e.9., hydro poles) for nesting

suggests that the expansion of the breeding range of this

species since 1900 may have been influenced by the planting

of trees and erection of man-made structures which accompanied

settlement of the plains at the turn of the century (see Nice

1924) .



Figure 1. Breeding distributions of eastern and western

kingbirds. Arrow indicates the location of the study
ãrêâ a{- rìoì+¿ Marsh, Manitoba. Mao prepared using

American ornithologists' unj-on check-list committee (r957) ,

Godfrey (L966), Breeding Bird Survey, I975 (D. Bystrak pers.

comm. ) .
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The sympatric association of eastern and western king-
birds in southern Manitoba is the result of this breeding

range expansion. The first record of the western kingbird
in Manitoba was aoparently a specimen collected in rgoT at

Oak Lake, but by L927 the species had become common in
southwestern Manitoba (Taverner 1927) . lievertheless an

analysis of census data from the Breed-ino Bird Survey (for

details see Robbins and Van Ve1zen 1967) for the years 1970-

L975 reveals that, for the routes summarized in the surveys,

eastern kingbirds vrere 4 times as abundant as western king-

birds in Manitoba. Data from the same source indicated
!1^^! ^-^!^-- kinqbirds were 3 times as abund.ant as vresternLLLd-L CclÞ LEI]!.

kingbirds throughout the Prairie Provinces.

Both species breed on the forested dune ridge at Detta

Marsh in high densities, the eastern kingbird being about

3 times as abundant as the western kingbird (Smith 1966).

Both species arrive on the ridge in early May, the western

kinqbird being observed usually a few days before the eastern.

Nest construction begins in late May, and egg laying usuallv

begins in the first week of June. By the end of August both

species have usually disappeared from the ridge.

The Studv Area

The study area (Figs . 2,3) is a 2000-meter portion

the forested dune ridge which separates the south shore

Lake lrlanitoba from De]-ta Marsh (50o11tN, 9Bo19rw). The

ridge is a remnant shore-line of Glacial- Lake Agassiz

of

of



Fígure 2. Map of De1ta Marsh, Manitoba, shor.iincr the

location of the study area. Map prepared usincr a

Map of Delta Waterfowl Control Area, Deoartment of

Mines and Natural Resources, l,lanitoba.
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Figure 3. Map of the stud¡r area shorrzj_ncr the dispositron
of the random plots. Consecutive numbers identiff¡ the

cells of the study area grid.
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(Walker 1965; Sproule 1972) formed b)'wind, wave, and ice

action (Löve and Löve 1954). The dune formation per se,

averages 2"5 m high and seldom exceeds 30 m in width on the

study area. However, the ridge forest averages B0 m in width.

The vegetation of the ridge has been described by Löve

and Löve (1954) and Walker (1959, 1965). The conrmon trees

on the study area are peach-leaved willow (Salix amvqdaloides

Anderss"), Manitoba maple (Acer nequndo L.), green ash

(Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh. ) , and cottonwood (Porrulus

deltoides Marsh. ) . The common shrubs include sandbar willow

(Salix interior Rowlee) , red-berried elder G-anøucus pubens

Ittichx. ) , and red osier (Cornus stolonifera ¡{ichx. ) . The

common herbs and climbers include nett]e (Urtica dioica L. ) ,

great burdocl< (Arctium lappa L. ) , wild cucumber (Echinocystis

lobata (I4ichx. ) T. & G. ) , and common hop (Humulus lupulus L. ) .

Seven species in add.ition to the kingbird species nest

on the forested ridge in high numbers: mourning dove

(Zenaidura macroura), least flycatcher (Empidonax ¡ninimus) ,

northern oriole (Icterus qalbula) , warbling vireo (Vireo

qilvus), y€1]ow warbler (Dendroica petechia) , gYaY catbird

(Dumetella carolinensj-s), and robin Gur¿us. miqratorius) .



REVIEW OF CONCEPTS

Competition and Niche Theory

trühenever populations of closely related species corne

into direct contact, the potential for interspecific com-

petition exists. Competition will normally occur either
when the simultaneous demand for resources shared by these

populations exceeds their current supply (exploitation

competition) t ot when, in seeking those resources, one

population limits access by another to them. (interference

competition) (see Brian 1956; Birch l-957 r Miller 1967).

Following the work of Gause (1934) and others, it has

become generally accepted that two closely rel-ated species

cannot coexist indefinitely if their niches are similar v¿ith

resoect to any limited environmental resource (s) . The

orinciple of conrpetitive exclusion (Hardin 1960) predicts

that the better adapted, hence more efficient, of the two

species will ultimately exclude the other species through

competition for the same linrited resource (s) . Stated another

\.va\z, this principle maintains that if two species coexist

they rnust occupy different niches. In this context the

concept of the niche has gradually become inextricabllz

linked v¡ith competition theory"

The term tecoloqical niche' was introduced blz Grinnel-l

(1904, I9I7) as the ultimate distriÌ:utional unit of a species,

but was used by Elton (L927 ) to describe an animal-'s 'ro1e'

in the community, particularly in terms of its food habíts.
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Thus, the term was defined almost simultaneously to mean

two different things (MacArthur 1968). Grinnell's concept

of the niche has been interpreted as that of the'pre-

competitive' or 'pre-ínteractive' niche, while Elton's

concept is considered to resembfe that of the 'Þost-

competitive' or'post-interactive' niche (Vandermeer I972) .

Hutchinson (L944, in Mi1ler 1967, p. 16) developed the

formal hyperspace concept of the niche as "the sum of all

the environmental factors acting on an organism". More

importantly, perhaps, he incorporated both the pre- and

post-competitive aspects of the niche in his concepts of

fundamental and realized niches (Hutchinson 1958). He

defined fundamental niche as an N-dimensional hypervolume

in which every point corresponds to a different state of

the environmental resources which would permit a given

species to exist indefinitellz in the absence of competitors.

He defined realized niche as that subset of a species'

fundamentat niche which remained occupied by the species

following competitive interaction with another species.

This model of the niche provided a useful framework in

which to view competitive interactions between species, for

it was novü theoretically possible, ât least, to evaluate

the influence of competition by comparing a species'

fundamental and realized niches (see MilIer 1967) "

Levins (I968) refined the Llutchinsonian concept of the

niche and made it more apOlicable to empirical data by

defining a set of 'sufficient parameters' for the theory of
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the niche, which included niche breadth, niche dimension,

and niche overlap.

Niche breadth can be thought of as the distribution of

a species over the range of environmental resources. The

breadth of a species along any qiven dimension of the niche

(e.g.r Þrey size) can be evaluated quantitatively by deter-

mining the extent of exploitation by the species along that

dimension. Thus, niche breadth can be used as an actuai

measure of the plasticity or 'versatility' (Maguire 1967)

of a species, and as such is an inverse measure of ecological

specialization of a species (CoIwell- and Futuyma f971) -

Niche dimensionality, according to Levins (p- 48) ,

refers "not to the number of biologicalI1z relevant factors

in the environment, which may be virtually unlimited, but

to the number of factors which Serve to separate species".

This reduction in the multidimensional complexitlz of the

Hutchinsonian niche concept coincides with MacArthur's

(1968) suggestion of restricting discussion of the niches

of species to only a few dimensions, and facilitates the

quantitative comparison of niches.

Niche overlap can be defined. as the joint use of a

resource or resources by two or more species (Colwell and

Futuyma l'gTl-) , and aS such is a measure of the ecological

similarity among species (Levins 1968).

Rer:enf lv rho concent of the niche has become increas-r\çvs¡¡Ç¿l¡ , vv¡¿vvÈ/ e

ingly framed in terms of resource utilization spectra by a

growing school of pooulation biologists (see Pianka L976).
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l{iche relatj-onships among potentially competing species are

depicted using bell-shaped resource utilization curves (e.9.

Pianka L976, Fig. 7.1) . These functions are derived from

the distribution of individuals in populations along the

gradients representing a particular resource or resources

(Platt and Weis I977) , and therefore characteríze the

species' use of the resource spectrum (May and MacArthur

7972). Using this model, niche breadth with respect to a

given dimension is the length of the interval along the axis

representing that dimension in which the pooulation obtains

most of its resources (Roughgarden L972). Niche overlap in

the context of this model- is the overlap of the resource

utilization curves of the species potentialllz competing

along a given dimension of the ni-che. Such an approach

lends itself well to an examination of the ecological

similarity between species because, with a reduction in the

dimensionality of the niche to the one or two critical

dimensions in relation to which competition is most like1y

to occur, the similarity of the species can be assessed

quantitatively and depicted graphically, in terms of niche

breadth and overlap along these dimensions-
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Resource Use and the Coexislence of Species

I{hen two species are found coexisting, thev mal/ or mav

not be similar in their exploitation of resources. If tney

are similar, their observed coexistence malz be explained by

one of the fol-Iowing hyootheses:

1) the resources they share are superabundant, and,

therefore, not limiting factors;

2) their populations are subject to density-dependent

factors other than the shared resources (e.g., predator-

mediated coexistence (Janzen I970; Caswell I97B) such

that the populations never reach 1evels sufficient to

exhaust the supply of shared resources i

3) the resources which they share do, in fact, limit the

sizes of their populations, in which case competition

exists between them, and the degree of competition v¡il-1

be directl¡z related to the degree of overlap in their use

of the limiting resources (SaIe L97 4) . In this case the

species appear to coexist in the presence of competition

because displacement or exclusion may not yet Ì:e complete.

Thus, overlap i-n resource use (:11 niche overlap) may indicate

the absence of competition if the shared resources are

superabundant t ot the presence of incipient competition if

the resources are limitinq (see Colwel-l- and Futuyma 1971) .

If the coexistinq species do not show substantial-

overlap, then one of the following hypotheses may apply:

'ì

'/? approximatelY equal to
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1) the resources under consideration mar¡ not be relevant

to both speciesr or the same range of those resources ma-12

not be critical to the survival of each species;

2) coexistence may have been facilitated by the retreat

of both species to tireir adaptive peaks alonq the dimen-

sion considered in the face of interspecific competition
(see Svardson 1949) , or by the niche shÍft of one of the

species as a result of the competitive interference of the

other (see Jenssen L973; Schoener I975; Werner and Hall

1977).

Thus, the absence of resource overlap indicates tjrat inter-

snec.i f i n r'nmnetition is not r:llrrent'lv .).!^1ì--.i -^ ¡{- '1 ^-^+J }JUe¿!¿V ev¡rryuu!Lf v¡r rr l¡vu uu!!çt¿ LIJ vçuu!Ilrru ¡ au ¿EqÞ L

along the dimensions considered, but it does not ind,icate

whether or not competition was an important influence during

the hi st-orv of coexistence of fhc snc¡i cq

As Colwell and Futuyma (I97I) have pointed out, the

existence of competition can be demonstrated onhz if the
ractual' (tr realized) niche overlap between suspected

competitors is shown to be fess than the 'virtual'
(s fundamental) niche overlao 

- 
i.e., the demonstration of

a change in resource use by one species in the presence of

a competitor. In practice, this involves measuring resource

use by a species both in the presence and in tire absence of

a competitor, and often means experimentally perturbing the

system (see Sale L974).

Following studies such as MacArthur's (1958) classrc

analysis of resource use by a community of coexisting
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Dendroica warbler soecies, attention has been focussec-

increasingly on how much overlap is permissible 
- 

i.e.,
how similar species can }:e and stil_l coexist. This has

resulted in the introduction of concepts such as 'limitino
similarity' (MacArthur and Levins L967), rspecies oacking,
(MacArthur L969, I970) and 'maximum tolerabte overlal:'
(l{al¡ and MacArthur L972r May 7974). May and MacArthur (L972)

have developed a model which indicates that tìrere is a limit
to niche overlap, and that this limit is not significantly
dependent on the degree of environmental fluctuation. The

model sets the J-imiting similarity of tv¡o or more species

on a resource dimension such that d/w o 1, where d is the

distance between the mean positions of species adjacent on

the resource continuum (i.e. r âD index of species oackingr),

and w is the standard deviation of a species' utilization
function. The theoretical model assumes that all sÞeci-es'

resource utilizati-on functions are bell-shaped qaussian

curves with common width, w, and that they are uniformly

spaced along the resource continuum (i.e., common d) .

Nevertheless, studies of coexistinq species have, in fact,
reported species separated along a resource continuum such

that d/w z 1 (e.9., see Terborgh 1972, in MarT 1974).

Assuming that this model is valid, it is possible to deter-

mine from empirical data whether or not species found co-

existing at a given point in time exceed the maximum toler-

able overlap along a given resource dimension. Althougir

excessive overlap (d/w I I) is not evidence of the existence
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of competition, evidence that the maximum resource overlap

has not been achieved along a given dimension (d/w > 1)

does indicate that competition along that dimension is not

occurring. If the dimension under consideration is poten-

tial1y the most limiting, then one should be able to pre-

dict with reasonable confidence the stable coexistence of

the species in question.

The Multivariate Approach to Fiabitat Selection

It is generally accepted that avian habitat selection

is based largely on gross visual aspects of the veqetation

configuration (Hildén 1965; Shugart and Patten L972; Snr-ith

1977). James (1971) introduced the term 'niche-gestaltl
to describe that combination of habitat factors which

characterizes the occurrence of a species. The Gestalt

aporoach to habitat selection depends upon a species'

abilitv to nerceive its Umwe1t or 'relevant environment'

(von Uexl<üll I92I) as distinct from the total environment,

and to respond to it as an organized perceptual field
(James 1971). Thus, according to the Gestalt view of

perception (e.g., see Koffka 1935; Köhler L947), the

composite picture of a species' Umwel-t is more than the

sum of its constituent parts (see Hinde 1970).

Several authors (e.g., see Svärdson 1949; Hildén 1965)

have viewed habitat selection as the reaction to certain

specific environmental cues or 'sign stimuli' (Russell 1943)

According to the principle of summation of heterogeneous

stimuli (Tinbergen 1951) it is not necessary that a habitat
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possess all the features characteristic of the species'

optimal habitat in order that it be sel-ectedr it is sufficient

that the combined effect of the few key sign stimuli exceed

the threshold of the species' settl-ing reaction (Hifdén f965).

tlildén considered habitat sel-ection a trvo-staqed

process: the first stage, settling doln and explorinc¡ the

area, is released by features of the l-andscaþe; tire second

qf =ao co'l a¡{-iOn Of a bfeeCìi no f crr.i f nrrr \n¡ì th.i n f he arofOVeCj, uurvv ç¿vr¡ s vL u9v!r¡Lj uç!!! uv! ), vv-L çtf r¡I u¡Iç a. _

habitat, depends on whether the sign stimuli exceed tire

threshold of the bird's settlinq reaction. Carrvino this
mechanism one stage further, the selection of the specific
nest site within the approved territory would depend on the

recognition of relevant cues. Such a process coul-d involve

aspects of both Gestalt perception and stimulus summation.

Habitat analysis would then consist of two stages: describing

the Umwelt of a species (sensu immediate environment) , and

then attempting to identify those proximate factors or sign

stimuli accordinq to which the selection is made. The

validity of such an approach depends , of course, oD the

alri'l'i fv nf fhc 'r *-'^^r'i -^!^- to sel-ect relevant variables.wLLLUI U! Urrg ¿IIVEÞL¿9ALUI

The role of multivariate methods in habitat anallzs-ig

is 1) to consider simultaneously the various factors 
"vhich

are considered to describe the Lllq4el.! of a species, and to

express these in simplified form (e.9., principal- component

analysis); and 2) to reduce the dimensionality of the data

set to those factors which contrik¡ute most to characterizinq

the habitat of the species, and which differentiate it best
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from the haÌ¡itats of other species (e.9. discriminant

function analysis).

The application of multivariate techniques to avian

habitat selection is a relatively recent trend. James (1971)

used orincipal component analysis (PCA) and discrirninant

function analysis (DFA) to ordinate the breeding habitats
of 46 sncci es alon.r \/ê.rêf af i on cr¡d'i eni- s in Arl<ansas.vYvv4e'J

Inlhitmore (1975, 1977) employed the same techniques in a

comparable stud¡z of 24 species in Utah. These studies

emphasized the detection of habitat relationships among

species over a larqe area rather tiran within a community,

in order to determine which habitat variabl-es characteri-zed

the occurrence and distribution of each species.

iViens (T973) maintained that the value of examining

within-site habitat selection was as important as under-

standing variation in habitat selectj-on over a range of

habitats. Conner and Adkisson (1977) applied PCA to the

nesting habitat of a community of ',voodpecker species on a

)20 km" studv area. Smith (1977 ) applied PCA and DI¡A to a

community of passerine species in a sma1l watershed in order

to assess the inroortance of the environmental- qradient to the

distribution of the species. McCrimmon (1978) used PCA to

describe those aspects of the habitat associated with nest

site selection among 5 species of herons, and to assess the

separation of the species' nest sites. Rice (1978) used

PCA and DFA to assess the hal:itat relationships of two

interspecifically territorial vireo species.
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METHODS

Samplinq Methods

I'lest Site Characteristics

Kinqbird nests were located through intensive searching

of the study area during the 1976 and l977 breed.ino seasons.

The nests were observed throughout the breeding season, and.,

where possible, the contents of each nest were examined_ at
least once a week, some nests were not reached because of
either their height and position in the nest tree , or the

condition of the nest tree (i.e., spind11z, deterioratino,
or dead). The rest were reached only with much tine sÐenr

in the nest tree and, as a consequence, much disturþance to
the nesting birds. Thereforer rro attempt was made to rel-ate
nocJ- ci.l-a calaglign tO bfeedinq SUCCeSS.

Once the young had fledged from ilre nests, halcitat
anallzsis was performed around each nest site at tirree l-evel-s

of resolution: macrosite, microsite, and nest tree. Concen-

tric circular pIots, .07 ha (macrosite) and .01 ha (microsite)

in area, were esta.blished with the location of the nest as

their conìmon centre. The macrosite plots \^Jere used to sampre

on a large scale the vegetation surrounding the nest, in the

event that kingbirds, which forage largely off the ridge,

responded to large scale habitat differences. The microsite

plots were employed , fírstIy, to achieve a finer resolution
of habitat analysis around the nest sites, in case subtler

differences proved important, and, secondly, to provioe a
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nest site sampling unit which woul-d be more comoarabl-e in
area to the .01 ha random plots used to sample the study

area vegetation.

In both macrosite and microsite plots every tree ) 5

cm in diameter at breast heiqht (dbh) was identified ro

species and was recorded in the appronriate size class

(intervals of 5 cm dbh). From these data 13 variables were

generated: total density of stems, total basal area of stems,

7 stem size classes, total density of Manítoba maÞ}e, green

ash, peach-l-eaved wi1low, and sandbar wi1Iow. The establisn-
ment of several size classes ensured that even sul:tle struc-

tural differences in nest site composition woul-d be identi-

fied if thelz proved important to the kingbird species.

Stems ( 5 cm dbh were considered too small to be selected

as nest trees, and too short to constitute a major infi-uence

on nest site selection. Stems ) 35 cm dbh were sufficiently

infrequent (< 5% of total stems occurred in any larger size

class) that they were combined in one size class. The major

tree species were included as potentially important habj-tat

variables because their life forms represent distinctly

different structural confiqurations, rvhich could elicit

different responses from kingbirds.

Two additional variai¡Ies describing height and extent

of the canopy were also included.. Average tree heiqht

within the macrosite plots was determinecl from the heiqhts

of 10 randomly selected trees, measured with a Haga altimeter.

Within the microsite plots maximum tree height was determined
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Þ'rz ma:crrri-^ the tallest tree. An estimate of canopy cover

at or above the height of each nest was obtained bv taking
plus or minus readings for the presence or absence, respec-

tively, of foliage, along each of tvro perpendicul-ar dian.eters

of each plot (bot.h macrosite and microsite) . These cover

readings !\iere made using an ocu1ar sighting tube hetd at

armslength and perpendicular to the ground (see James and

Shugart 1970, p. 735) .

At each nest tree 5 characteristics were measured:

distance of the nest from the north edge of the ridge (an

index of horizontal separation of the nests), nest tree

height, dbh and crown volume, and nest height. Two more

variabl-es were then generated: relative nest tree height
(i.e., relative to the average tree height in the macrosite)

and relative nest height (i.e., relative to tire height of

the nest tree).

Characteristics of the Studv Area Veqetation

The overstory veqetation was sampled in order to

characteríze the floristic and structural comoosition of the

study area. This permitted the detection of any veqetation

patterns with which the distribution of kingbird nests miqht

be correlated. The method employed ensured objective eval-

uation of the variation in communitv structure by avoiding

the prior arbitrary designation of synecological units.

The study area was surveyed and qridded into twentrz

100 x 100 m cel1s using surveyor's transit and tape. The
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north and south edges of the ridge \,^/ere arbitrarily delimit-
ed on the basis of the north and south extent of stems ) 3 m

in height. Rectancrular ouadrats (random olots) , 5 x zo m,

were set according to a stratified random sampling scheme

in which 5 prots were establ-ished randomly within each cell
of the grid (rig. 3). The location of each plot was oeter-
mined by randomly serecting pairs of coordinates afons cwo

sides of a cell to describe the rocation of the northeasc

corner of the pIot. Each plot was then positioned as pre-
cisefr¡ as possible, with the long axis of the plot parallel
to the long axis of the study area. The shaire and orienta-
tion of the pl-ots v,/ere chosen in order to better elucidate
the north-south pattern of heterogeneity considered to
exist in the vegetation of the ridge (Löve and Löve 1954¡

M. Levin pers. comm. ) . The use of rectanqular ptots orient-
ed perpendicular to the axis of the vegetation gradient

maximized the probability that a plot would fal-t completely

within a vegetation zone, thereby minimizíng the within-
plot variance (see LaFrance I972).

ïn each plot all trees >- 5 cm dbh were identified to

species and were recorded in the aporopriate size class.

From these data the 13 habitat variables used in the nest

site anah¡ses \¡Jere generated. In addition, the conventional

Wisconsj-n school summary statistics (Curtis and Mclntosh 1950)

were calculated to provide a descriptive overview of the

study area vegetation.
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Voucher specimens of each species identified \iùere

donnqitori in the herbarium of the University of Manitoba

Field Station, Dê1ta Marsh. Botanical nornenclature follows

Scoggan (1957).

Statistical- Anal-ysis

Univariate Methods

Because of the small samole sizesr particularly of

rvestern kingbird nests, the samples f rom l:oth )zears for

each species were lumped in the analysis. The results of

t-tests performed on the individual variables J:etween the

\;eãrs f or each qnor.i oq, i nrl'i.cated that the lumpinO of sar:,oles

was statistically va1id. Student's t-tests were al-so per-

formed on all variables to assess the siqnificance of dif-

ferences in species means. I'lhere the variances of anl¡

variable were unegual between the two samples (as revealed

by F-test) , the t*-test (see iiloether l-97I) was used instead

of the Studentrs t-test.

Correlation matrices were constructed for the nest site

and random plot data Sets. These matrices \^lere examined to

determine the desree of interrelationship of the habitat

variables within each data set.

Ir{ultivari ate Methods

while univariate anallzses yietd detailed information

about individual variables, they ignore the covariance

structure of the variables. Therefore, the multivariate

techniques of principal component analysis, discriminant
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function analysis, and Hotelling's T2-test were used. on the

various data sets. For details of the theoretical and

computational aspects of these techniques see Anderson (r958)

Rao (L964, I970), Seal- (1966), and Morrison (I967).

The objective of principal component analysis (pCA) is
to summarize the variation contained in the oriqinal set of
variables in a smaller set of transformed variables. These

nrincipal components are mutually orthogonal (hence, inde-
pendent) linear combinations of the original varial:les , of

the form
\7^ODl* *1"1 *2"2 +azpp

v¡here Z.,Zn¡... ¡ Z- is the set of standardized values forJ' ¿' p

the oriqinal variabl-es, and uI,uzr...ap is the vector of
character coefficients (eigenvector) associated_ with a qiven

principal component. Principal components explain progres-

sivellz small-er amounts of the total variation v¿ithin the

original data set. Thus, the first few principal componeuts

can usually account for most of the variation in the original
data. The result is a reduction in the dimensionality of

the data set from several original variables to a few prin-
cipal components. Furthermore, since each principal- com-

ponent is a linear combination of the original variables,

the contribution of each variable to the multivariate

complexity of the original data can loe discerned by examin-

ing the character coefficients associated with each prin-

cipal component.
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In this study PCA was used to identify the major axes of

variation in the habitat, and to project the cluster of

points representing the plots (nest site and random) onto

these major axes of variation. In this manner it was hoped

to determine whether the patterns of variation in the ridq-e

vegetation were reflected in the nest site data, or whether

the distribution of nests was being influenced by factors

other than those characterizing the vegetation of the ridge.

The initial- 13 habitat variables of the macrosite ol-ots of

both kingbird species were collectively subjected to PCA to

discover the relative position of each species in the habitat

space. This procedure \^/as repeated using the microsite oata.

The resulting ordinations were compared to a simi-lar ordina-

tion derived from a PCA of the random plots for the same

set of variables. IJext, the habitat data for each species

were subjected to PCA separately at both the macrosite and

microsite level-s so that the importance of habitat factors

to each kinqbird species could be assessed without tire

influence of the other species' data set (PCA is somervhat

weighted toward larger data sets).

I¡IhiIe PCA is very useful in reducing the dimensionalitv

of the original data to a conceT:tual1y manag'eable Ieve1, it

does not identify those varialrles which are most important

in contributing to the statistical separation of groups.

Nor does PCA provide the basis for tests of significant

differences between group means, especially when performed

on correlation matrices, as in this study-
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Discriminant function anallzsis (DFA) provides a mathe-

matically objective method for separating groups. The goal

of DFA is to weiqht and linearly combine the original vari-

ables in such a v¡av that the groups are forced to be as

statistically distinct as possible. The anal1'sis computes

a linear function of the form

D = wrZI + vr2z2 + * tprp

where D is the score on the discriminant function, the w's

are weighting coefficientsr and the Z's are the standardLzed

values of the original variables. This function defines a

linear axis through the cluster of points representing the

individuals of the two groups to be discriminated, such that

the distance between the groups is maximized. llhereas in

PCA as many principal components can be extracted as there

are original variables, in DFA the number of functions

derived is either one less than the number of groups, ot

equal to the number of variables, v,rhichever is smaller. In

the present study, because only two groups are compared,

only one function is generated.

Since the discriminant function can be considered as

an axis, the distribution of discriminant scores (one for

each plot) for each group can be plotted along the axis to

graOhically depict the spatial separation of the groups, a

separation that would not necessarily be obvious in the

princioal component ordination. AIt data sets were subjected

to DFA, and their discriminant scores were plotted as fre-

quency distributions atong the discriminant axis. In the
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random plot analyses, north and south plots \,vere compared.

In the nest site anal-vses eastern kinqbird and western kínq-

bird gfroups v¿ere compared at 4 level-s: macrosite, microsite,

nocr- froa =-d COmbined maCrOSite and neSt tree.t q¡¡\

The hyoothesis of si.-onificant differences between the

group means in each data set was tested using Ilotellinq's

T--test, the multivariate analogue of Student's t-test.

To test the hypothesis that the kingbird species were

seoarating along the major axis of habitat variation, the

data for all- nest sites at both the macrosite and microsite

levels were multiplied l:y the discrj-minant coefficients

obtained from the random plot DFA, and the products were

summed to produce a discriminant score for each nest site.

The significance of the difference in mean discriminant

scores between the species was tested usinq the t-test. For

this analysis the macrosite data were scaled by division of

the data matrices by 3. Inspection of the variance structure

of both the macrosite and random plot data sets revealed

that the variances of the macrosite variables were larger

by a factor of approximately 3. The purpose of this proce-

dure was to make the variance-covariance matrices of the

macrosite clata conparabl-e to that of the random plot data

without affectinq the interrelationship of the variables

within a matrix.

All statistical analyses were performed on an IBi'l 360/65

computer at the University of Manitoba, using programs from

the SPSS (Nie et aI. I975) and BMDP (Dixon I975) pacJ<ages.
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RESULTS

Distribution of Nests on the Study Area

TVenty-seven eastern kingbird nests and 12 western

kinqbird nests were found in 1976 (|.¡ig. 4) ¡ 31 eastern

and 10 western nests were found in 1977 (Fig. 5). The hiqh

degree of overlap in breeding chronology in both seasons

indicates an absence of temporal partitioning of nest sites
(Fis. 6 ) .

Both species showed similar distributions along the

I onal- h nf {-ho qf r¡rirz ãrê.a lF i rr 7l -ruuuf . t. The hypothesis of uniform

distribuLion of the nests of each specÍes over the lenqth of

the study area i,vas tested using a X2-test for deviations of

observed frequencv from e>rpectation (SokaI and RohIf L973,

p. 289) using the combined yearly samples. The onlv siqnif-

icant clumpinq occurred in cell 6 (eastern: P

P <.005). In this cell the ridge v¡idth exceeds tire averase

of B0 m, and the vegetation appears to be more homogeneous '
both floristically and structurally, from north to south than

in most cel1s. The dominant tree species here is peach-leaved

v¡illow, the species chosen as the nest tree in nearlv everv

case in cel1 6. This cel1 is also on the edqe of the rela-

tively disturbed and sparsely forested area which includes

most of the field station buildinqs. Smith (L966) reported

a higher density of both kinqbird. species in the area around

Dêlra \/i llaoe 'inhabif,ed bv humans than in the uninhabited

areas of Lhe ridqe. He suggested that the greater width of
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.tr' ì ^i. e^ /l 
^tt ^-!ryq!ç =. '-rq|) of the study area showing the location of

eastern (E) and western (!v) kingbird nests in I976.

Circles reoresent the microsite plots.
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Figure 5. Map of the study area showinq the location of

eastern (E) and western (1,"/) kinqbird nests in 1977.

Circles represent the microsite plots.
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Fiqure 6. Nesting chronologlr of eastern and western king-

birds at Delta Marsh, Manitoba, 1976 and L977. Time

intervals correspond roughlv to visits to the nests.
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Figure 7. Frequency distribution of nests (r976-1977)

along the length of the studlz area.
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the ridge in the former area might explain the difference"

In ceIl 6 virtuallv all of the nests \^/ere located witÌ-rin

the most northerly B0 m, suggesting that the kingbirds did

not make use of the increase ín ridge width for nesting ¡ ot

indeed, for spacing their nests r âs they \,vere quite clumned

within the cell.
The hypothesis that the nests of each species \¡.7€Íê

distributed with equal frequency ín the inha.bited (ce1ls

6-9 inclusive) versus uninhabited parts (alI other cells)
nf f he sl-rrdr¡ ârêã wãs tcsf ed rsi ncr thc x2-test. There v¡asv! 9¡¿u r suu]

no significant difference in the distribution of nests be-

tween these areas for either species (P > .05) .

fn contrast to the longitudinal distribution of nests,

there was a marked difference ín their distribution across

the study area (fig. B). In both years most western kingbird

nests were located in the north half of the ridge, whereas

the eastern kinqbird nests were distributed over both halves

of the ridge with almost equal frequenclz' x¿-test revealed

a híghly significant difference in the distribution of

western kingbird nests (combined samples) between the north

and south halves of the ridge (P < .005) , but the difference

in eastern kinqbird nest distribution was not sionificant

(P > .0s).

The discoverv of this difference in horizontal distri-

bution of the two species' nests 1ed to the hypothesis that

differences existed in the habitat of the study area from

north to south, and that the difference in nest distribution
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Figure B" Frequency distribution of nests (L976-1977)

across the study area. The ridge forest has been

divided ínto ten zones of equal width from north to south.
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was related. to floristic and/or structural differences in
l-lro n:*#orn nf r¡errcte1- i nn ôn i- hc sttldv a.fea.s¡u }Js

Because the differences between the species' nest sites

are more meaningful when viewed in the context of the pattern

of vegetation on the ridge, that pattern will be elucidated

firs t.

Characteristics of the Study Area

Overstory Composition and Structure

Peach-l-eaved wi1low, Manitoba maple, and green ash had,

respectivellz, the highest importance values (Table 1) . Of

+1-,n *-hraa ^oagh- leaVed lnzil_]Ow eXhibited the oreatest densitl'Lllg Lll!Eçt }/çqvr¡ !çqVçu YYI¿rvvY u^rr!v4suv

of stems and bv far the grea-test basal area. Maole rvas the

most ubiquitous, occurring with a relative frequency of 3L.72,

but was half as dominant as peach-leaved willow. This aÐpar-

ent discrepancy is attributable to the differential distri-

bution of the stems of each species amono the various diame-

ter size classes (Fiq. 9). More than 202 of the stems of

peach-leaved willow were greater than 20 cm dbh, compared

to 18å for ash, but only 72 for maple.

All species showed a maximum density in the smallest

size class and a sharp drop in density thereafter- Tire

curves for maple, peach-leaved wi1low, and to a lesser extent,

ash approximate the classic inverse ,f-shaped curve suggested

by Meyer (J952) as characteristic of any targe forest which

contains a reasonable diversity of size classes or stand ages.

The curves can be interpreted to mean that mortal-itv in these



Table 1" I,trisconsin school sunmary statistics for the major tree species
on the forested dune ridge, Dêlta Marsh.

Tree species

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Cottonwood

Prunus spp.

Peach-leaved willow

Sandbar willow

Total

Relative
- .. Ioensr_t.y

24.6

16.9

0.9

2.2

25.6

29 .8

100.0

Relative
dominance2

x 100Number of individuals of al-l species ^ r

x 100Tota1 basal area of all species

Number of points of occurrence of the species
Number of points of occurrence of al-l species

23.0

19. I
\q

0.6

43.2

8.2

100.0

Relative
frequency3

(relative density + relative dominance * relatj-ve frequency)

3r-7

26 .9

2.I
?R

22.6

L2.9

100.0

Importance
valrre4

26.4

2I.0

3.0

2.2

30. 4

17 .0

100.0

x 100
(,
Oì



Fiqure 9. Mean density per hectare l:v size class for the

major tree species on the forested ridge, Delta Marsh.

Stems are grouped into size classes of 5 cm dbh.
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species occurs as a constant percentage from one size class

to the next, but that suffÍcient numbers of small trees are

established to maintain a balanced population (Johnson et el.
t976).

Sand.bar willow is not a true tree, and therefore cannot

be ex-oected to show the same size distribution as the other

species. On the ridge it seldom exceeds 10 cm di:h, but

because its life form here resembles that of a saolinq more

than that of a shrub, it has been included as a tree species.

Environmental- Gradient and Veqetation Heteroqeneity

For much of the length of the study area the extreme

north edge, between the foreshore vegetation and the rioge

forest prooer, is colonized by sandbar wil-lorv (tri9. I0) .

Here thÍs soecies takes the form of a low shrubby band and,

in olaces, a narrow zone (< 5 m wide) of dense saplings,

too small to have been included in the samplinq scheme.

Inward from the north edcre the sandbar willow densitv de-

creases quickly, being replaced by peach-leaved t',zi11ow,

maple and ash. These species, in turn, decrease in density

toward the south edge, being replaced b1z a broad zone of

sandbar willow saplings, which become progressivell' more

shrub-Iike until thev disappear in the transition to marsh

vegetation.

A plot of the frequency distribution of the stems of

the four major tree species across the width of the ridge

(Fig. 11) indicates a different pattern for each species"
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Figure 10 " Diagrammatic cross-section of the forested

ridge, Delta Marsh.
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Figure 11. Freouency distribution of the major tree species

across the width of the ridqe.
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Peach-leaved wiIIow, maÞ1e and ash all reach their maximurn

density in the north half of the rid.ge, whire sand.bar v¡il-lov:

gradually reaches an appreciable tree d-ensitv only in the

south half of the ridge.

Tiris vegetation gradient coi-ncides with a tooograpirical

and edaphic gradient from north to south. The nortn zone,

a forested dune, averages 2.4 m hígher than the south zone

which is at or near lake level for most of the lengtÌr of the

study area. The soil- in the north zone is drier, sandier,

and contains less organic material- tl-ran the south zone.

These environmental factors contribute, no dou]:t, to the

fl-oristic and structural heterogeneitv of the ridge veoeta-

tion (see Löve and Löve 1954). Because of the rather
abrupt change in topograohy south of the dune formation,

the ridge forest appears to be characterized by a distinct
north zone, corresponding to the forested dune, and a broad_er,

more or less distinct, but still highlv variable south zonel

rather than by a gradual change in vegetation composition

and structure from north to south.

The relatively greater variability of the south zone

vegetation is due, in large part, to the occurrence of clumps

of peach-leaved wi1Iow, conspicuous among the sandbar will-ow.

This clumped distribution, due to the propensitlz of peach-

leaved wiIIow for vegetative reproductionf aopears to coincide

with southward extensions of the dune in the form of 'spits' ,

notably, in cells 6 and 10. In cell- L6, the existence of a

broad blanket of sand, where the dune appears to have been
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levelled off and the sand driven southward, may be responsible

for the structuralllz homogeneous stand of mature ash and

maple which extends virtually the fuIl width of the rid.qe.

One other notable departure from the general pattern in the

south zone is the existence of a structurally homogeneous

stand of cottonwood in the south portion of ceIl B. The

existence of mature trees of these species in the south half
of the ridqe distorts the floristic and structural pattern

of the south zone, thereby contributing to its greater

variability.

In sunmary, the most enlightening approach to the

characterization of the ridqe vegetation in terms of explain-
inn .rlra Þin^?'ifd neSt distfibUtiOn haS þcon 1-a rac-r.,rrni1gs L!vrr r¡qr vuçr¡ uv !9uvY¡¿.

floristically and, perhaps, structurally distinct north and

south zones. Therefore, for the purpose of analvsis, random

plots \,vere arbitrarily assigned to north or south groups on

the basis of their distance from the north edge of the ridge.

Of the original 100 plots , 14 contained no trees, an<l so

were excluded from the random plot data set.

Analysis of Habitat Variabl-es

Density of stems 10-15 cm dbh and density of maple, ash,

and sandbar wi11ov¡ were significantlv different between the

north and south zones (Tabl-e 2) . Peach-leaved willow distri-

bution, predictably, \,vas not significantly different between

north and south zones. These results tentatively suggest

that the basis of the difference between north and south



Table 2. Means, standard. errors*, and results of
for habitat variables from random plot samples
forested ridge, Delta Marsh.

A1

t-tests
from the

Habitat variable North zone South zone
(N=46) (l.l=40)

Signi ficance
(o< =.05)

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems L5-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved wi1low

Sandbar willow

t4 . 4!I.19

0.2!0.04

9 .211. 0s

2 .6!0 .36

]- 110 .21

0. s10.10

0.310.07

0.310.0e

0. st0.15

4.6+0.63

3.310. s6

4. 3+0 . 89

I.4!0 .46

L4.9+1.53

0.2+0. 03

l-I.2+ 1.60

L.2!0.26
n Qrrì 'ì?
V.UrV.¿,

0.710.20

0. 310. 10

0 .310. 14

0.3+0.11

2.4!0. 5s

I.5!0 . 42

3.2+0. B6

7.7+I.62

P=. Bl-2

P=.382

P= .287

P=.003

P=.I97

P=.42L

P=.BBB

P=.70 B

P=. 4I0

P=. 0 I1

P=. 0 I0

P=.371

P=.001

* s/ñ
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zones is primarily floristic.

Correlatíon coefficients calculated for all pairs of

variables revealed a high degree of interrelationship
(Table 3). trach of the variables was siqnificantlv cor-

related with at least one other variab,l-e, and many sholed

significant correlations with several other variables

(P -< .01). This level- of interrelationship indicated that

the composite pattern of variation in the ridge veoetation

was more complex than merely the sum of the contributions

of the ind.ividual variables.
)Hotelling's T--test, performed to test the nul1 hypo-

thesis of no difference between the group means of the 13

habitat variabl-es analyzed simultaneously from north and

south zones, indicated a highly significant difference be-

tween the zones (P = .005) .

Principal component analysis v¡as employed to summarize

the total variation i.n the random plot data in an ecologically

meaningful number of factors (Table 4) . The first nrincipal

coûç)onent accounts for 22.82 of the total variance in the

original data, and is highly correlated, positively, with

total basal area, and negatively, with stems 5-10 cm dbh and

sandbar v¿illow. This component represents a broad continuum

(from positive to negative) from areas with few but large

stems to areas with many small stems, largellz of sandbar

willow. The amount of variation explained by the first

component is not very large, suggresting that the choice of

habitat variables was perhaps not optimal. Nevertheless,



Table 3. Correl-ation coefficients between 13 habitat
plot samples from the forested ridge, Delta Marsh.
variables in their order of appearance in Table 2 (*

TST TBA

TST

TBA

STl

ST2

ST3

ST4

ST5

ST6

ST7

MAP

ASH

PLI^I

SBVÍ

00

12 l-.00

STl

g2*

37*

19

04

09

03

07

2B*

01

ST2

13

OB

22

41*

2T

50*

B2*

06

02

33*

ST3

00

l_0

OB

26*

24

15

19

13

T2

30*

75*

ST4

00

29*

UJ-

03

16

10

55*

40*

25*

26*

ST5

variables from random
Symbols represent the

P

ST6

46*

00

3r*

20

OB

09

27*

19

26*

2257* -.18

ST7 IMAP

00

26* 1. 00

L7 . OB

23 .03

06 .02

10 .18

26* .01

ASH PLW

1.00

.35* 1.00

-.02 -.14

-. 11 -.07

.18 .2r

SBW

22 -.18 -.L4 -.16 -.19 -.29* -.16 1.00

1.00

.02 1.00

-.02 -. rB 1.00
,Þ
ut



Table 4. Correlations of the habitat
four principal components extracted
the random plot matrix.

A'+o

variables v¡ith the
from the analysis of

Habitat variable Component

II III IV

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved wi-1Iow

Sanclbar willow

eo of. total variance

Cumulative Z

- .52

.64

nl

AA

.46

tt\

.zu

1a

-.7 4

22.

22.

a?

.51

5Á

.48

.27

.09

.¿v

.2L

.44

.10

.67

. 13

l^

.40

.23

- .64

- .37

.06

- .17

.43

.56

-.50

- .57

.2L

.4s

.l-0

-. 11

.08

- .27

/x

.46

.56

-.17

- .27

- .46

"2L

.01

)R

R

68.

B

3

¿,

5

5

3

B

B

20.

/1 1

16.
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the first component identified objectively what apÞeared,

on the basis of field observations, to be an important pat-

tern of variation in the ridqe vesetation.

The second principal component accounts for an addition-

al 20.52 of the total variance. It is hiqhly correlated

with total density of stems and density of peach-l_eaveo

v¡iIlow, and. thus represents a gradient in density of stems

(especially the smal-ler size classes) and density of peach-

leaved wi1low.

The third and fourth components account for 16.2? and

B.BA, respectively. Their contribution in terms of ecol-o-

gical meaningfulness is ambiguous.

The first two components together account for 43.32 of.

the total varíation, and can be used as axes of the habitat
space of the ridge (rig. J-2). A straight line fitted by

eye separates the scatter of points such that BOU of the

plots occurring in the north zone of the ridge are located

to the right of the line, and 60e" of the plots occurring in

the south zone are located to the left. The relativellz
greater distinctness of tire north zone is indicated by the

level of classification achieved, and also by the smaller

space occupied in the ordination by the cluster of north

points. Plots to the extreme left of the scatter are

characterized floristically by sandbar v¿illow almost excfu-

sively, and structurally by a high number of small stems.

Plots at the top extreme are dominated floristically l:y

peach-leaved willow, and structurally by manlz small stems.
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E-'i-':r-a 11 ^rdination of random plots alono the firstr rystu LL. vlsr¡¿qulvtt v! ! _. rv¡ly u:¡9 !M L

two principal components of the random plot anallzsis.

Polygons surround the respectíve scatters of north and

qnllf h n'l n{-e Sir¡i nh'l- I 'i no f i J-+ôrl Þrrz orzo .l-'l.rrnr¡^ìr +1-rvu ull |/rv LÐ -.¡ - -.le

origin maximizes the separation between north and south

plots.
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Plots near the origin are characterized by ash and maple,

and by few but large stems. Predictably, many of the south

plots which were misclassified as north (i.e., located to
the right of the line) show the influence of the dune suJ¡-

strate, and contain a peach-leaved willow component.

PCA has identified two important trends in the varia-
tion of the ridge veoetation. The first emphasizes the

structural dichotomy of the north and south zones: larse

stems in the north zone, and small stem.s with a stroncr

sandbar willow component in the south zone. The second

trend emphasizes density of stems, and identifies a strong
peach-leaved willow influence.

DFA v¡as performed on the random plot data to achieve

the maximum separation possible between north and south

zones, and to evaluate the relative power of each of the

variables to achieve discrimination between the qroups.

The analvsi s identified clensitv of stems q-1n ¡m ¡ll-rlr totafv¡ll gv¡¡,

density of stems, density of sandbar willow, and stems 10-15

cm dbh âsr respectively, the most important contributors to

separation of the zones (Tab1e 5). Note tire similaritlz

between this discriminant function and the first principal

component.

A freguency distribution of discriminant scores $/as

obtained by multiplying the original values of the randont

plot variaJ:l-es by the discriminant function coefficients and

sumnr-ing the values to produce a discriminant score for each

plot (F.ig. 13). The distribution can be consid.ered an
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Table 5. Standardized
from the analvsis of

discrinrinant function coefficients
Lhe random p1ots.

Habitat variable Coefficientl

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved r^¡illow

Sandbar willow

5.672

^ 
a -^V.IrV

-7.023

-1.658

-'ì nÁn

-u - 469

^ 
1^^

-tt f ¡<9

-0.360

-0.809

u. ¿t+ I

0.152

0.775

I.YU¿

'l- The absolute value of each
relative contríbution of its
discriminant function

represents the
variable to the

coe fficient
associated
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Figure 13. Frequency distribution of discriminant scores

obtained from analysis of the random plot data.
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ordination of the plots from north to south (i.e., from left
to right) across the width of the ridqe. IJote that, con-

sistent rvith the pattern established in the PCA ordination,
the south zone shows more variabil-ity than the north zone.

Both this ordination and that produced by PCA will l¡e par-

ticularl'¡ useful reference moders in comparins the resufts

of the nest site analvses.

Characteristics of the i'lest Sites

Importance \/alues of the Tree Species

An examination of the importance values of the maior

tree species around the kingbird nest sites revealed some

interesting differences in the two species (Tab1e 6).

At the macrosite Ieve1, the values for peach-leaved

willow and green ash v¿ere much higher around western king-

bird nests than around eastern nests. The most stril<ino

d-ifference, however, was in the inrportance of sandbar willor,v

which had a value around- eastern l<ingbird nests 4.3 times

the value it. achieved around ivestern nests. A large sandbar

willow component apoeared in only 252 of eastern l<ingbird

macrosites, reflecting their location in the extreme south

portion of the ridge.

At the microsite level-, the difference between the two

kingbird species with respect to peach-l-eaved and sandbar

willow importance values was still obvious. However, the

irnportance vafue of ash around eastern nests increased rel--

ative to its value at western sÍtes.
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Table 6. Importance
kingbird nest sites

values of the major tree
on the forested ridge,

^^^^..: ^^ ^rÞ[Jsr-!sÞ cl L

De l-ta Marsh .

Tree species Eastern kingbird
Macro- Micro-
^.i +^ ^.: !^JI LE Þ-L LE

i{estern kingbird
Macro- Micro-
site site

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Cottonwood

Prunus spp.

Peach-leaved
wi 11ow

Sandbar willov¡

Total

23 .62

24.6

7.3

0

28.9

15. 6

100.0

19.22

28 .7

6.6

0

32.0

13. 5

100.0

37 .7 49 .0

0

2I .2e¿ 22 . 42

32.0 27 .0

1a

00

100.0 100.0



Analvsis of fndividual Variabl-es

i) Macrosite Variables

Total density of stems, stems 5-10 cm dbh, and. sancibar

will-ow densitv were all highly significantly different be-

tween the kingbird species (Table 7) - Density of stems ) 35

cm dbh and average tree height \,^/ere al-so significantly oif-
ferent.

ii) Microsite Variables

A pattern of differences similar to that observed at
the macrosite l-evel was observed in tl-re nricrosites (Table g).

The significant difference for stems 10-15 cm dbh and the

absence of a significant difference in maximum tree heiqht
represent the major departures from the macrosite pattern.
This latter variable is not really comparable with averacle

tree height, and given the small sample size of trees measured.,

the non-significance of maximum tree height is not surprising.

iii) Nest Tree Variables

All nest tree variables except relative nest tree height

were sigmificantly different betv¡een the species (Table 9).

Nest tree heiqht and dbh, and nest heiqht were highly signif-
icantly dif ferent. Inlestern kingbirds chose, oñ the average,

larger, taller nest trees than easterns, and nested hiqher,

not onlv in absolute terms, but also in terms of relative
position in the nest tree. Predictablv, western kinqbird
nests, situated on the dune, for the most part, were l-ocated

significantly closer to the north edge of the ridqe.



Table 7 . l,leans, standard errors, and
for habitat variables from eastern
macrosites.
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results of t-tests
anC t¡estern kingbird

Habitat variable Eastern
(Ì.1= 5 B )

I'lestern
lìl=2 ? I

Sirrn'i fi¡en¡-o
" -ìJ ^.*

(o<=.05)

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stens 10-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Sterns 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved willow

Sandbar v¡illow

Canopy cover Z

lulean tree height m

7 5.2+ 4. 06

1.310.0e

45 . r!4 .28

11.410.90

7.2!0. s9

4.4!0 .51

3. 310.42

1.e10.27

1.910.3s

L7.B+2.02

16 .7!2.02

19.113.05

18.6+3.98

60 .6+2.72

10. 310. 3 8

53.1+3.96

1. 610. 13

23.113.01

8.9+1.18
( q+n '7ñ

q ¿+ô qq

4.rto.85

2 .6!0 .37

4. 110. 71

12.5+1.83

16 .9!2.59

20.3+4.72

l_.8+1.37

56 . 4!3 .29

l_2. 3+0. 51

P<.001

P=.07I

P<.001

P=.098

P: .01 4

P=.383

P= .397

11=. J_4 b

P=.008

P=. 0 57

P=.943

P=.830

P<.001

P=. 328

P=.003
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Table B. Means, standard errors, and results of t-tests
for habitat variables from eastern and western kincrbird
micro s ites.

llabitat variable Eastern
(N=58)

I,íestern
(N:2 2 )

cì^^ìf.i^UTY¡¡T!IUAILUE

(o< =.05)

Total- stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

i,lanitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved willov¡

Sandbar willow

Canopy cover (?)

l'{aximum heigÌrt (m)

Is. 9j1. 1B

0.310.03

9.1+1.16

2. e!0 .42

2. 410. B8

r.310.30

0. 8J0.16

0.4tq. 10

0. 710.22

3.010.62

4. 4!0 .64

5.4+I. 4B

3. 2J0. B7

t3.¿t+¿.)t

l_3.6+0. 59

10.1+0.96

0.410.05

3 .2+0 .7 7

1. 6t 0 .2e

r.110.31

1.010.32

1. It 0 .26

0. 610. 19

1.610.33

2. s!0 .7 7

2 .9!0 .68

4.611.08

0.0

79.0+2.36

15. 8+0. 92

P<. 0c1

P=.060

P<.001

r_. UII

P= . 151

P=.465

P=.366

P=.42L

P=.030

P= .567

P=.120

r=.Þöu

P<.001

P= .297

r -. vJ=
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Tab1e 9. Means, standard errors, and results of t-tests
for variables associated with eastern and western kinqbird
x^-l I-^^a

Variable Eastern
(N=5 B )

Vües tern
(N=2 2 )

Significance
("( =.05)

Distance to north
edge (m)

irtest tree height (m)

Relative nest
+rêô ho'i nhl-

Nest tree dbir (cm)

Nest tree crown
vol-ume (m3)

Nest height (m)

Relative nest neight

30.s!2.7r

15. 3+0. 59

1.3J0. s2

36 " 2!I.97

I42.6!20. 69

9 .6+0 . 43

0.64+0.02

4r.2!2.63

12.110.s5

I.2!0.47

24 .6+I.59

87. 3110. B9

6 . Bto. 33

0.57+0.02

P=. 00 6

P<.001

^ 
1^Y=. ¿ 5¿

P<.001

P=.024

P<.001

P=.028
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Ash and peach-leaved willow were selected as nest trees

most frequently by both species (Tab1e 10). The frequency

of selection of these tree species was not significantly

different betr^¡een the kingbird species, using the x2-test

on the combined yearly samples (P > ,05) . The frequency of

selection of tree species was not consistent from year to
year for either kingbird species. Eastern kingbirds selec-

ted ash significantly less frequently (P < .05) and sandbar

wil1ow much more frequently in 1977 than in 7976. l'festern

kingbirds selected ash less frequently and peach-leaved

willow much more frequently in 1977 than in 1976, but the

differences were not siqnificant.

Structurally, the difference between the nest trees of

each kingbird species was quite marked (Table 9). Eastern

kingbirds selected nest trees from virtually the entire

range of tree sizes, while most western kingbird nest trees

were selected from the largest size classes (Fig. 14).

Trees larger than 30 cm dbh represent only 4.62 of the trees

on the study area (as deduced from the analysis of the ran-

dom plots) " Yet, 33U of eastern nests and B2Z of western
I

nests \^zere selected from this range of sizes. A X'-test

indicated that both these frequencies of selection represen-

tedsignificantdeviationsfromexpectation(P<

Also, the frequency of selectíon by western kingbirds from

this range of tree sizes was significantly higher than that

by eastern kingbirds (P < .005).
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Tabl-e 10 " Frequency
eastern and western
Marsh.

of use of tree
kingbirds on

species as nest trees by

the forested ridge, De1ta

Tree species Eastern Kingbird lfestern Kincrbird
I976 l-977 Total

(N=27) (N=31) (iil=58)
I976 L977 Total

(N=12) (N=10) (N=22)

Manitoba maple

^-^^.^ -^1^\]IEËIT CTÞJ.J.

Cottonwood

Prunus spp.

Peach-leaved
wi 1low

Sandbar willow

TotaI 100.0 100 .0

7 .42

59.3

t.+

0

25 .9

0

L2 .92

35.s

3.2

0

32.3

16.r

10.32

46 .6

5.2

0

29 .3

8.6

100.0

8.3?

58.3

0

0

33. 4

U

100.0

0u 4.52

40.0 50.0

00

00

60.0 45.5

00

100.0 100. 0
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Figure 14. Frequenclz distribution of tree size classes
(a11 species) selected as nest trees by eastern and

western kingbirds, in reration to their rel_ative avail_-

abil-ity on the studv area.
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Multivariate Analvsis of Combined Data Sets

i) l"Iacrosite and idest Tree Variables

A correlation matrix calcul-ated for the combined nacro-

site and nest tree data sets indicated a hiqh deqree of

interrelationship among the variables (Tab1e 11). Each

variable was significantly correlated r^¡ith at least one

other variable (P < .01), and some variables !."'ere hiqhly

correlated v¡ith several varial:Ies. Total density of srems,

for instance, \,vas highly correlated, positively',vitir tire

smal-lest size classes, maple, and both will-ow species, and

distance to the nortir edge, and negativel-y v¿ith most nest

tree variables.

Hotelling's T2-test indicated a signj-ficant difference

between eastern and western kingbird nest sites using the

combined macrosite and nest tree data set (p = .018) .

Resul-ts of the same test performed on the data sets seicarate-

Iy indicated a significant difference between the macrosites

(p = .035) and a highly significant difference between the

nest trees of the two species (P < .001) .

ii) I,Iicrosite and Nest Tree Variables

An examination of the correlation matrix for the com-

bined microsite and nest tree da.ta sets indicated, again,

a hiqh degree of interrel-ationship among the variables

(Table 72) . But, v¡hiIe the oattern of correl-ations bet,,veen

the microsite and nest tree variables \¡/as much the same as

between the macrosite and nest tree variables, the pattern



Table Ll. Correlation coefficients bet\deen
represent the variables in their order of

TST TBA ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4 ST5

TST I. OO

TBA .04 1.00

srl . 88* -.33* l. 00

sT2 ..46* .2I .I7 1.00

sr3 .2I .37* -.I4 .39*

sr4 .0I .61-* -.36* . L5

sT5 .0I .64* -.33* .04

sT6 -.28* .59* -.48* -.13

sT7 -.22 .69* -.33* -.04
l"lAP .30* -.03 .2L .36*

ASH .04 . 05 -.09 . 43*

PLW .29* .37* .11- .25

sBt^¡ .63* -.42* .85* _.15

cAN . l8 .47* - .09 .24

THT -.23 .77* .07 .07

DNE .36* -.15 .41* -.01
NTH _.42* .60* _.63* .0t
RNT -.40* -.06 -.37* -.06
NTD -.49* .36* -.60* _.05

NTC -.35* .09 -.40* .04

NHT -.41* .50* _.60* .02

RNH - .09 - .O2 -. I0 . 04

22 habitat variables from the
appearance in TabÌes 7 and 9.

r.00

.46* 1.00

.44* .83* 1.00

.2L .43* .35*

-.L2 .01 .08

. I8 -.0r -.04

.09 .I4 . t3

.29* .24 .17

_.36* _.41* _.33*

.49*. .45* .45*

.36* .59* .59*

.0I -. 13 -.04

. 19 .44* .44*

-.09 .01 -.01
ñ^ )I '))

-01 .13 .r0

.14 .43* .42*

-.0r .10 .07

ST7 MAP

combined kingbird macrosite and nest tree data sets. Svmbol-s

ASH PLW

t. 00

.39* 1.00

-.L2 -.rt r.00

.03 -. lI . 13 1.00

.12 .16 -.28* -.33* 1.00

-.43* -.30* .03 -.L7 -.17
.r8 .15 .36* .19 -.07

.64* . 50 * -. 13 . 19 .17

-.20 - .23 -.06 -.2L . 04

.53* .45* -.16 .Il .13

-.0I -.01 -.09 -.07 -.01
.3I* .36* -.08 .02 .02

.08 . l0 .20 .I7 -.2I

.35* .36* -.09 .11 .15

-. 1r -. 03 .07 .02 . 13

sBw cÀN

P < .01

THT DNE NTH RNl NTD NTC NHT RNH

r.00

-. 16 r. 00

-.58* .42*

.41* -.04

-.59* .20

-.29* -.2L

-.58* .06

-.40* .19

-.60* .06

r.00

-.28* r.00

.66* -.20

--17 -.08
,44* -.35r
.28* -.25

.57* -.17

.04 -.05

r.00

.51* l. 00

-7Q* .48* r.00

. 46 * .32* .76*

.78* .32* ,61*

-.08 -.13 .03

t.00

.42* 1.00

.04 .53* 1.00



Table 12. Correlation coefficients between
rênrêqênt fhê vâri ãbles in their order of

TST TBA STl ST2 ST3 ST4

TST 1. OO

TBA . 15 1. OO

srl .77* -.28* I.00

sr2 .39* .06 .40 1.00

sr3 .08 - 03 .28* .72* r. 00

sr4 .L6 .45* -.05 .42* .53*

sr5 .13 .61* -.29* .00 -.02

sr6 -.0r .43* -.r7 -.11 -.r0

sr7 -.23 .52* -.06 .28* .50*

MAP .35* -.13 .39* .20 -.I4

ÀsH .08 -.08 -.01 .L7 -.Ir

PLW .22 .26 .27* .59* .83*

sBt¡¡ .53* -.32* .74* -.08 -.I2

cÀN .02 .5r* -.23 .01 .01

MHT -.20 .67* -.45* - .02 .06

DNE .43* .04 . 33* .2L .15

NTIj -.38* .55* -.54* .06 .20

RNT -.20 .I2 -.2L . r0 . t5

NTÐ -.52* .3'1* -.51* -.l-3 .03

NTC -.45* .09 -.40* -.09 -.06

NHT -.31* .45* -.5r* .06 .13

RNH .06 -,01 -.06 . 10 -.02

22 habitat variables
appearance in Tables

sT5 5T6 ST7

from the conùlined kingbird rnicrosite and nest tree data sets. Synìbols

I and 9.

MAP ASH PLW SBW

r. 00

.2L f.00

.00 .03

- .r't -.09

.01 -.08

.08 .L4

- )) - ?(l

.45* .31*

.48* .27*

.20 -.08
?7* )q

.07 . 16

.05 . 15

:.04 --09
?q* nq

.0s -.lB

P _< .0r

r.00

-.L2 r.00

.47* -.24

-.23 -20

.2L .09

L'l* - )1

-.14 .01

qì* - ?7*

.I7 -.03

.49* -.10

.24 .02

1Á* - tl

-. I0 .25

NTH

I. 00

-.27* I.00

. 17 .03

.02 . ls

-. t4 .I7

-02 .23

-. II .L7

-.08 .04

.tr -.r8

.01 . 16

.00 -.01

NTD NTC NHT RNH

t. 00

-.37* 1.00

-.51* .53*

.30* .00

-.60* .45*

-.28* .04

-.54* .35*

- ?Q* ta*

-.58* .37*

-.15 -.06

r.00

-.20 r.00

Áq* - ?n

-.0I -.08

.40* -.35*

.16 - .25

qÂ* - l7

,02 -.05

r. 00

.5r* I.00

.70* .48* 1.00

.46* .32* .76*

?a* ??* Ál*

-.08 -.L3 .03

r. 00

.42* 1.00

.04 .53* 1.00

Or(,
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of interrelationships within the microsite matrix itself was

different from that among the macrosite variables.
)Hotelling's T--test, performed on the combined microsite

=nÄ naeJ- +rôô ¡l:+¡ cnl-o -arza:loÄ nrriJ-o crrrnri cin¡'lrzd.lrLr lres L Lrce QA-ta steE5 ¡ TL , y s¿ uç no

signif icant dif ference betvreen the sÌrecies (P = .063) T2-

test on the microsite data alone indicated a very non-

significant dif ference (P = .255) . This suggests that tire

size of the microsite plot was simply too small to incorpor-

el-o pnnrrcrh r¡efiatiOn in the r¡eoetati on srrrrnrrndi no tlre nôqf q

upon which to discriminate between the species.

Principal Component Analysis

i) Macrosite Variables

Five principal components v¡ere extracted from PCA of

the combined kingbird species macrosite data matrix, accoun-

ting for 81.Bå of the total variance of the original data

(Table 13).

The first principal component accounts for 30.32 of the

total variance, and is highly correlated' positively with

total basal area and the larger stem size classes' and

negatively with sandbar willow and stems 5-10 cm dbh. Thus'

it represents the same structural dichotomy explained by the

first principal component of the random plot PCA- This

similaritf is surprisingllt strong, in viev¡ of the difference

in ptot síze, and conseguently in the amount of information

gathered.

The second principal component accounts for 20.5% of



Table 13. Correlati-ons of
five principal comlconents

of the combined kinqbird

65

the habitat variables with the
extracted from the analysis

species macrosite matrix.

Habitat variable Component

IÏÏ TV \7II

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems 15'20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved willow

Sandbar willow

å of total- variance

Cumulative Z

- .43

.78

-.77

.10

.45

'7n'

.67

.68

.42

-.14
.13

.¿4

-. B1

30.3

30.3

.85

. JU

.53

.7r
qo

.38

??

-.17

-.20

.5t

.19

.42

.20

20 .5

s0. B

.22

.31

.25

-.28

- .11

- .04

no

.12

.44

- .47

-.7r
.65

.24

13.

64.

^/l

.26

.00

.+J

-. 19

-.40

- .46

.66

.25

.27

.02

-. 16

.L7

.L7

-.29

-.28

.18

.30

.23

.27

.2L

.10

- .49

A'l

3

I

9. B 7 .9

7 3.9 Br. B
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the total variance. It is hiqhlrz correlated v¿ith total

stems and with the smaller size classes, and as such reÐre-

sents a gradient from less dense to denser areas. Agrain,

the similarity with the second component of the random plot

PCA is quite close, with the exception that the strong in-

fluence of peach-leaved willov¿ in the latter is reduced,

compared to that of maple in both. The difference in the
i n€'l "an¡a ^€ '¡each-l-eaved, willow mav ref lect the d-if fs¡s¡s-¿9q v uv- vr

in size of the samplinq units.

The third component, accounting for an additional 13.3U

of the variance, appears to represent a contrast betv¿een

plots having an ash and maple component and those v¡ith a

peach-l-eaved willow component. The fourth and fifth com-

ponents account for 9.BZ and 7.92, respectively. The con-

tribution of the former is ambiguous, while the latter

appears to represent a contrast between plots dominated by

peach-leaved willow and those influenced by sandbar iviIlow.

A plot of the scores of the macrosite plots along the

first two principal components of the combined species

analysis (Fig" 15) resembles the ordination of the random

plots (r'ig. l-2) in both shape and position of the scatter.

An ordination (Fig. 16) obtained by weigirting the macrosite

plots with the principal component weights derived from tìre

analysis of the random plots (table 4) matches very c]osely

the ordination of the combined species macrosite plots (Fiq.

15). This would suggest that the distribution of nests

represents a response by each species to certain aspects of
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Figure 15. Ordination of kingbird macrosj-te plots along

the first two princioal components extracted from the

analysis of the combined species macrosite matrix.

Straíght line through the random plot scatter (Fig. L2)

is superimposed on the macrosite ordination.
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Figure 16. Ordination of the kinobird macrosite nlots

obtained bv weightinq the macrosite data with the

orincipal component weights derived from the analy5i5

of the random p1ots.
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the north-south pattern of variation in the ridqe veqetation.

A notable difference appears, however, when the straight
line fitted to the random plot ordination is superimposed

on the macrosite ordinations. Predictably, almost al-1 of

the western kingbird plots falI to the rigÌrt of the line
(analogous to the north zone of the random plot ordination),

but surprisingly, 75% of the eastern plots also fall to the

right of the l-ine. This latter observation is irigher than

expected on the basis of the microgeographical distribution

of eastern kingbird nest sites, and suggests that those

eastern nest sites r,vhich occur in the south zone of the

ridge do not all reflect, in their composition, the type of

lralritat believed to characterize the south zone in oeneral.

In other words, the ordinations suggest that some eastern

kingbird nest sites ilây, in fact, be situated in islands of
r nnr{- h- z(1l1Þ t-\/nê | hahi taf r-^^..--'i -- 'i - *he sOuth zone Of tirell(JJ- Lff-¿\Jlfg LY-t1ç rr@¿uqu vuuu!r!¡¡v r¡r L

ridge.

The narrowness or stenotypy of the western kingbird

response to the vegetation pattern is indicated by the

concentration of the points in a relatively small portion

of the habita-t space depicted in the macrosite ordination.

This portion of the space also contains most of the eastern

kingbird points, suggesting, tentatively at least, tÌrat this

space could describe the set of habitat characteristics

preferred by both species.

A separate PCA was performed on the macrosite data of

each species individually, in order to identify the features
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of each species' realized habitat niche (i.e., habitat

component of the realized niche - see Smith 1977) . Separate

PCA's can be used to investigate how each species responds

to the characteristics of the habitat without the influence

of the other species' responses on the analvsis.

The resul-ts of the separate PCA's (Table 14) indicate

that the two species respond quite dÍfferently to the pattern

of vegetation. In fact, their responses as summarized in

the first two principal components of each analysis are

virtually orthogonal to each other (Fig. 17). The eastern

kingbird ordination is ver]¡ simil-ar to that of the combined.

sner-i es ordi naf i on - i ndì c'at'i nr-r f haf 1-lrc fwo ma-i or trends ineì/e9+eo v!u¿¡rqu¿v¡¡t ¿¡¿gfvqç+¿¡Y

1-ha rzorrata1- i nn nâ1- i-êrn nf fhe ri rJoe ãre ranrcsented i n theu¡¡ç vuYç çqurv¡¡

first two principal components of the eastern kingbird PCA.

The same two trends are represented in the western kingbird.

ordination, except that their order of importance is reversed.

The western kinqbird response on the first component resembles

the eastern response on the second comoonent, the major ex-

ceptions being the repl-acement of maple by peach-leaved

willow as the important floristic influence, and the infl-uence

of larger stems. The pattern of correlations on the second

component of the western kingbird PCA reseml:les the pattern

on the first component of the eastern PCA, v¡ith the addition

of a stronger correlation with ash, and wea]<er correl-ations

with the largest size classes.

rn both species the first two components account for

approximately half of the total variance. Tire two species
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Table L4" Correlations of the habitat variables with
the first two principal components extracted from the
analysis of the ind.ividual species macrosite matrices.

Habitat variable Component

Eastern il'estern
IIII

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

i{anitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved wi1low

Sandbar willow

Z of total variance

Cumulative Z

- .34

.84

-.72
10

.63

. tó

.74

qn

It I

.13

.31

-.79

. BB

.30

qq

.72

.40

.¿4

.20

-.12

"43

.33

.26

.26

rB " 7

53.0

.94

?c)

q.o

.78

.61

qq

1A

-.24

.19

-.16

.78

-.16

2B .6

28.6

- .22

7'7

-.I4
n?

.7r

.4L

.18

.01

.48

-.26

-.56

1ar 1

49 .4

34.

34.

3

3
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Figure L7. ordinations of eastern and western kinqi¡ird
mârìrôqi J-o nlOtS alnnrr 1-ho f i rct l-r^rn nr-i n¡-i n¡'l ¡nmn^-a*r¡j:¿v ur q¿vrly Llle t/!rrrul}JclJ- u(r¡ttl_Ju.tlËll L5

extracted from each of the separate species analyses.
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differ primarily in the order in which they respond to the

major trends in the pattern of variation on the ridqe. The

eastern kingbird nests are distribruted more evenly over the

total range of variation in the ridge habitat; therefore,
the eastern ordination reflects that of the randorn veqetation

ordination more closely than does the western. The vrescern

kingbird nest distribution is restricted largely to the

north zone of the ridge; therefore, the major trend in the

ridge variation, i.ê., the north-south dichotomv, is reflec-
ted in the v¡estern ordination only secondarily.

ii) Microsite Variables

Four princioal components \,^/ere extracted from the PCA

the combined species microsite matrix, accounting for
2Z of the total variance in the original data (Tab1e 15)

The first principal component accounts for 26.82 of

the variance. It is hiqhlv correlated with .r:each-leaved

wilIow, medium sized stems, stems > 35 cm dbh, and total-
l^-ê-'t ^-^- rrJcrscrr dreci. Ihe trend here is not clear, but rnay ref lect

the presence or absence of peach-leaved willow in a micro-

site, and the corresponding structural influence of tiris

variable.

The second principal component, accounting for 23.Ie"

of the total variance, is highly positively correlated tvith

stems 5-10 cm dbh, total stems, and sandbar will-ow, and

shows negative correlations with total basal area and the

large stem sizes. Cl-early, this component represents the

same continuum that characterizes the structuraf difference

of

73
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Table 15. Correlations of the habitat variables with
the four principal components extracted from analysis
of the combined kinqbird species microsite matrix.

Habitat variable Component

ïï III TV

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems L5-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25'30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved will-ow

Sandbar willow

Z of total variance

Cumulative Z

.17

.57

.06

.66

.80

.76

?o

.2L

.62

-.2t
-.L2

. B5

- .32

26.

26.

.72

- .42

.49

.31

ln

-.34

-.14

.47

n?

.22

.7L

23 .I
49 .9

.60

.52

.14

1A

- .42

.25

.64

.42

- .32

.22

.04

-.20

"24

13. s

63.4

nq

-.17
na

.35

'ìo

.17

-. 30

-.12

.86

-.17

- .27

9.8

tJ.¿

B

B
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between the north and south zones.

The third conlconent is correlated with stems 25-30 cm

dbh, total stems, and total basal area, and seems to repre-

sent plots having, ât the same time, numerous and fairly

large stems. The fourth component shows high correlation

only with ash.

In sunìmary, the combined species PCA using the micro-

site data does not give a meaningful summarization of the

information contained in the original variabfes. Certainly,

it does not suggest the close paralle1 with the random plot

ordination that was observed with the macrosite PCA (Fig.

18) . In contrast to the macrosite analysis, the microsite

PCA suggests that the choice of nest sites is not determined

by the obvious patterns of variation in the ridge vegetation.

Nevertheless, the ordination of the rnicrosites using the

principal component weights derived from the analysis of the

random plots is consistent with the pattern observed at the

macrosite level (Fiq. 19).

Discriminant Function Analysis

i) Macrosite variables

DFA was performed on the macrosite data to achieve the

maximum separation possibl-e between eastern and western

kingbird nest sites, and to evaluate the contribution of

each variable to discrimination. The analysis identified

stems > 35 cm dbh, stems 5-10 crìr total stems, and sandbar

willow âsr respectively, the four most important contributors
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Figure 18. ordination of kingÌ:ird microsite prots al-ono

the first two principal components extracted from the

anallzsis of the combined species microsite matrix.
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Figure 19. Ordination of the kingbird rnicrosite plots

obtained by weighting the microsite data rvith the

principal component weights derived from the anallzsís

of the random plots.
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to the separation of the species (Table 16) 
"

A plot of the frequency distribution of the discrimina.nt

scores obtained from the macrosites graphically depicts the

separation of the two species along the discriminant axis

(Fig. 20). Eastern and western kingbird nest sites show a

pattern of separation similar to that of the separation be-

tween the zones of the ridge, with western sites and north

plots at the left end, and eastern sites and south plots at
the right end of their respective ordinations.

To test the hypothesis that the factors separating north

and south zorres \irere also important in the separation of the

kingbird species, discrinr-i-nant scores \,vere derived by multi-
plying the scaled macrosite data by the discriminant function

coefficients from the random plot DFA. These discrinrinant

scores reflect the response of the kingbird macrosite data

to the factors important in the north-south separation (Fig.

2I) . Studentrs t'test indicated that the mean discriminant

scores were not significantly different between the species

(P = .216). This result is interpreted to mean that although

the nest sites show the same pattern of separation as the

random plots, other factors are also influencing the distri-
bution of the nest sites, to the extent that the factors

responsible for separating north and south zones are not suf-

ficient to achieve a significant separation of the species.
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TabIe 16. Standardized
from the analysis of

dÍscriminant
the kingbird

function coefficients
scal-ed macrosite data

Habitat variable . .1uoe r rr_ cl_ent

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25'30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved will-ow

Sandbar willow

0.528

0.472

-0.533

0.256

0.399

-0.258

-0.472

0. 130

-0.852

-0.025

-0.252

-0.254

0 .526

'l- The absol-ute value of each

relative contribution of its
discriminant function

represents the
variable to the

coe fficient
associated
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obtained from the anal-ysis of the kingbird scaled macro-

site data.
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Figure 2I. Freouency distribution of discriminant scores

obtained by weighting the kingbird scaled macrosite data

with the discriminant weights derived from the analysis

of the random plots.
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ii) Microsite Variables

DFA performed on the microsite plots identified stems

> 35 cm dbh, peach-leaved wiIlow, stems 15-20 cm, and stems

5-10 cm as, respectively, the four most important contribu-
tors to separation of the species (Table l-7).

A plot of the frequency distribution of discriminant

scores from the microsite analysis shows a pattern of species

separation similar to the pattern observed in the macrosite

DFA, although the separati-on between the species is not as

great (Fig. 22). Predictably, a t-test for the significance

of mean discriminant scores derived from the discrimi-nant

coefficients of the random plot DFA applied to the microsite

data indicated a highly non-significant difference (P = .49I)

This supports further the contention that the differences

between north and south zones identified in the analysis are

not sufficient to account for the observed difference in the

distribution of nest sit.es of the two kJ-ngbird species.

Hotelling's T2-test reveal-ed that microsites of the

kingbird species combined were significantly different from

the random plots (P < .001) . Kingbirds selected sites with

fewer small stems and more large stems, and more green ash

and less sandbar willow than in random plots (Table 18) .

The highfy significant difference in total basal- area to-

gether with a highly non-significant difference in the total

number of stems, further suggests a preponderance of large

stems around kinqbird nest sites.

Hotelling's 12-test indicated that eastern kingbird
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Tabl-e 17. Standardized
from the analysis of

díscriminant function
the kingbird microsite

coeffi cients
,i^+-ua La.

Habitat variable Coeffi cientl

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm

Stems t0-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved wili-ow

Sandbar willow

0.275

0.011

0.337

0.308

tt <t <

0.280

-0. 311

0.0r3

-0.548

-0.302

0.070

-0. 4 55

0.079

1_.- The absolute value of each

relative contribution of its
discriminant function

represents the
variable to the

coefficient
associated
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Fiqure 22. Frequency distribution of discriminant scores

obtained from the anafvsis of the kinqbird microsite data.
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Table 18. Means, standard errors, and results of t-tests of comparisons

from kingbird microsites with those from random plots on the forested

Habitat variable

Total stems

Total basal area

Stems 5-10 cm dbh

Stems 10-15 cm

Stens 15-20 crn

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems ) 35 cm

Manitoba maple

Green ash

Peach-leaved willow

Sandbar wil-low

Combined

rn-i crosites
(N=80 )

Random

r¡c nl n{- q

(N= 86 )

14.3t0.94

0.310.03

7.1t0.87

2.3+0.24

1. sJO .2 3

I.110.20

0 .9+0 . 14

0 .5+0 .09

0 .910 .ls
2 .B!0 .49

4 .010 .50

4 .4+0 .7 5

2.4+O .65

14. 6+0 .95 P=. 813

0.2!0.02 P=.001

10.110.93 P=.020

I.9+0 .24 P=.228

0 .910. 14 P= - 042

0.6+0 .11 P=. 055

0. 3+0.06 P<. 00t

0.310.08 P=.158

0 . 4t0 .10 P=. 0 07

3-610.44 P=.261

2 .5!0 .37 P= .0 17

3.7+0 .62 P=.502

E as tern
kingbird vs
mi cros i tes
(rable 8)

of habitat variables
ridgef Delta Marsh.

Random

plots
(N=86 )

P--.403

P=.025

P=.304

P= .07 4

P=.032

P=.079

P=.003

P=.340

P=.258

P=.438

P=.011

P= -6¿L

P=.370

tr^Iestern

kingbird
microsites
(Tab1e 8)

North
vs random

plots
(Table 2 )

4.3+0 . 86 P=.066

P=.005

P=.004

P <. 001

P=.043

P=.804

v=. ¿¿5

P=.006

P=.082

P=.003

P= .027

P=.402

.H=.bð/

P= .0 06

(tl
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rn-lcrosites were significantly different from random plots

(p = .01). The tendency to larger stems observed in the

comparison using the combined species above is less obvious

here, but present, nevertheless, and ash was significantly

more abundant around eastern sites (TabIe IB).

Hotellinq's t2-test also indicated that western kincr-JÐ¿uup

bird microsites, located almost exclusively in the north

zone, \,vere significantly different from north random plots

(p = .008). Western sites contained fewer small stems,

more large stems, Iess maple, and, of course no sandbar

willow (Tab1e 1B) " The highly significantly greater total-

basal area combined with the highly significantly fewer

total stems, emphasizes the importance of large stems around

western kingbird sites.

Thus, both species appear to select nest sites non-

randomly, ât least at the microsite leve1, even though the

difference between them is not significantly different.

iii) Nest Tree Variables

DFA performed on the variables associated with the nest

tree identified nest height' nest tree height and relative

nest height âsr respectively, the three best discriminators

of kingbird nest trees (Table 19). This emphasis on height

as a basis for separation of the species j-s enlightening,

because it provides a partial explanation, at least, for

the inability of the factors characterizing north and soutir

zones to account for the significant difference in the dis-

tribution of the nests of the two species. A variable
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Table 19 " Standardized discriminant function coefficients
from the analysis of the kinqbird nest tree data.

Nest tree variabl-e , .1uoe r rl- cr-ent'

Distance to north edge 0.273

Nest tree height I.379

Relative nest tree height 0.116

Nest tree dbh -0.536

Nest tree crown volume 0.153

Nest height -2.109

Relative nest height 0. B5B

I- The absolute value of each coefficient represenLs the
relative contribution of its associated variable to the
discriminant function
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representing height was not j-ncluded in the random plot data

set, and thus the response of the kingbird data matrices to

a height component could not be evaluated.

Nest height was the most important discriminator of the

two species at the level of nest tree. To determine if nest

height was an important contributor to the vertical separa-

tion of these two species elsewhere, the frequency distribu-

tion of nest heights on the ridge (Fig. 23) was compared

with that of 231 eastern and 103 western kingbird nests from

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Al-berta which were reported to

the Prairie Nest Records Scheme (Fig. 24). A t-test indi-

cated that western kingbird nests were again significantly

higher than eastern kingbird nests (P < .00f). Thus, the

observations on the ridge are consistent with the pattern of

vertical separation shown by these species elsewhere in sym-

patry, and probably reflect an innate preference in western

kingbirds for higher nest sites, at least in the sympatric

portions of their range.

iv) Combined Macrosite and Nest Tree Variables

DFA performed on the combined data sets identified stems

5-10 crnr total- stems, nest height, nest tree height, and

stems ) 35 cm as, respectively, the five best discriminators

of eastern and western kingbird nest sites (Table 20) . A

')T'-test indicated a highly significant difference (P < .001)

using just these five variables.

Figure 25 represents a parsimonious summarization of the
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Figure 23. Frequency distribution of eastern and rvestern

kingbird nest heights on the forested ri doe - Del f ¡ rvlarsh.
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Figure 24" Frequency distribution of eastern and western

kingbird nest heights recorded in the prairie Nest Records

Scheme.
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Table 20. Standardized
from the analvsís of
data sets.

discriminant function
the combined macrosite

coe ffí cients
^-,i *^¡t +e^^

Variable .1
uoe r r l_ cr_ ent

Total stems
Total basal- area
Stems 5-10 cm

Stems 10-15 cm

Stems 15-20 cm

Stems 20-25 cm

Stems 25-30 cm

Stems 30-35 cm

Stems > 35 cm

Manitoba maple
Green ash
Peach-leaved will-ow
Sandbar willow
Canopy cover (3)

Mean tree height
Distance to north edge

Nest tree height
Relative nest tree height
Nest tree dbh
lrlest tree crown volume

Nest height
Relative nest height

I XX\

0.733

-6 .392
-1.203
-0.7 4L

-1.076
-0 .904
-0.406
-r.260
0.038

-0.023
-0.031

0.L22
0.197

-0. 352

O.1BB

L. 428

-0.030
-0.313
-0.033
-1.968

0.928

I- The absolute value of each

relative contribution of its
discriminant function

rÂnrôcon{-q fl-^!g}/!cÞçrr uJ Llls

variable to tìre
coe ffi cient
associated
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Figure 25. Frequency distribution of discriminant scores

obtained from the analysis of the five best discriminating

variables from the combined macrosite and nest tree data

ca{-
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use of available nest site resources by both species. In

this respect it is analogous to a plot of resource utiliza-
tion functions, and hence serves as a model of resource

partitioning between the kingbird species. Recalling the

model of May and MacArthur (1972) , the extent to which these

species approach limiting similarity, in terms of the nest

site resource, can be calculated by dividing the distance

between the species' means by their standard deviations.

The value obtained (1.5) is above the value indicated by the

model (i.e., d/w x L). In other words, the distance between

the means along the resource axis is greater than the dis-
persion of either species around its own mean. Therefore,

following the model of llay and MacArthur, the species have

not reached the level of limiting similarity (or maximum

tolerable overlap) along this resource axis. If nest site

availabilitlz is the most critical factor regulating the

populations of these species, they will probably be able

to eoexist indefinitely.

ïntras cific Variation in Eastern l{inqbird Nest Sites

The observation that most eastern kingbird nests ap-

peared to be focated in the same portion of the habitat

space as the western nests (Figs" L6,19) led to the hypo-

thesis that the basis for the significant differences be-

tween the two species was símply a greater variability in

the eastern kingbird sites, due to the greater population

síze. In other words, would a smaller population of eastern
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kingbirds sti11 have exhibited

ences when compared to western

distribution of the former had

zone of the ridqe?

significant nest site differ-
Izi n^i^i rÄc ôôñô¡i ¡'l l-t i f +l-Jrr_ngÐr-ros, esþ- -.le

been restricted to the north

north zone were not

in the south zone;

2^nõ T^7êrê n^f

7^nê f¡7ôrô h^t

The following hypotheses lvere tested using Hotelling's
)T--test on the various nest site data sets:

1) eastern kingbird nest sites in the

different from eastern kingbird sites

2) eastern kingbird sites in the north

different from \destern kingbird sites;

3) eastern kingbird sites in the south

different from western kingbird sites.

Eastern kingbird nest sites in the north zone were not

significantly different from those in the south zorre at the

level of the nest tree, but very nearly significantly dif-

ferent at the other two levels (Table 2L). At the macrosite

1eve1, south zone sites had significantly more total stems,

stems 5-10 cil, and sandbar wi1low, and significantly fewer

stems 20-25 cm and 30-35 cm, and fewer green ash. North zone

sites had significantly higher trees on average. At the

microsite level south zone sites had significantly more total-

stems, stems 5-10 cITrr and sandbar wi11ow, and significantly

fewer stems > 35 cm and green ash. At the nest tree leveI,

south zone nests had significantly smaller nest trees.

Eastern kingbird nest sites in the north zone were not

significantly different from western kingbird sites at the

macrosite and microsite level, but were significantly
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Table 2r" Resurts of Tz-tests for arr levels of resol-ution
using north-zone eastern kingbird, south-zone eastern
kingbird-, and western kinqbird nest sites.

Groups Signi fi cance

North-zone eastern

South-zone eastern

kingbird W

kingbird

Macrosite

Microsite

Nest tree

P = .065

P = .052

P = .I24

P = .529

P = "772

P - .025

P - .005

P = .020

P < .001

f- 
uacrosite

I 
laicrosite

l_Nest tree

f-uacrosite

I 
microsite

l_Nest tree

North-zone eastern

Western kingbird

South-zone eastern

Western kinqbird

kingbird p

kingbird vs
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different at the nest tree IeveI. At the macrosite level,
western sites had significantly fewer total stems and stems

15-20 cm. At the microsite level, western nests sites had

significantly fewer stems 10-15 cm and green ash. At the

nest tree level-, western nest trees were significantly tal-l_er

and larger, and western nests were significantly higher.

south zone eastern kingbird nest sites were significant-
112 different from western nest sites at all three levels.
At the ¡¡¿6¡6sì fo 'lar¡o'l arstern nests sites had significantly
more total stems, stems 5-10 cfi, and sandbar willow, and.

significantry less total basar area, and fewer stems 30-35 cm

and > 35 cm. Western nest sites had significantly tall_er

trees. At the microsite 1evel, eastern sites had, again,

significantly more total stems, stems 5-10 cm and sandbar

willow, and significantly less total basal area and. fewer

stems > 35 cm. Western nest trees \^rere significantly taller
and larger, and western nests were significantly higher, both

absolutely and relatively.
It would appear, then, that even if the eastern kinqbird

population were much smaller, and perhaps restricted to the

north zone as a consequence, the nest sites of the two species

would still be different in some respects, and probably

sufficiently different to avoid competition"
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DISCUSSION

Pattern of Variation in the Ridge Vegetation

Ifultivariate analyses of the random plot data revealed

the existence of two tyOes of microhabitat' corresponding

roughly to the north and south halves of the rid-ge forest"

Principal component analysis identified two major trends in

the variation of the rid-qe vegetation (Tabte 4). The first

emphasized the structural difference between the north and

south zones, namelv, large stems in the north zone, and

small stems, largel1z of sandbar wiIIow, in the south' The

second trend emÞhasized total density of stems and identified

a strong peach-leaved wi11ow influence. The first component

provided a more meaningful separation of the north and south

zones, while the second component appeared to emphasize

differences within each zone.

Discriminant function analysis identified stems 5-10 cITl,

total stems, sandbar willow, and stems 10-15 clllr as the

variables most important in discriminating between the zones

(table 5). The similarity between the character loadings on

the discriminant function and those on the first principal

component underlines the irnportance of this major gradient

in the ridge vegetation. Thus, although univariate tests of

significance identified primarily floristic differences be-

tween the microhabitat types, Rultivariate analyses indicated

that, in fact, the difference between the microhabitat types

was best characterized by a combination of structuraf and
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floristic influences, but primarily structural.
Discriminant analysis classified 742 of the north-zone

*]^+ ¡ ^1,p-LLrLÞ¡ d.rrLr o.rso 422 of the south-zone p1ots, as having north-

zone type vegetation. Thus, the north-zone microhabitat

appears to be more abundant than the south-zone type, and

perhaps the ridqe vegetation may be more accurately described

as a mosaic of microhabitat patch tvpes.

Kingbird Species' Responses to the Pattern of Variation

Eastern and western kingbirds showed different patterns

of response to the heterogeneity of the ridqe vegetation in

the distribution of their nest sites. Eastern kingbird

nests were more abundant and more uniformly distributed

on the ridqe than were those of western kingbirds.

Principal component ordinatíons of the nest sites

indicated that eastern kingbirds exploited a broader range

of microhabitats tiran western kingbirds, at both the macro-

site (Fig. 15) and microsite l-eve1s (rig. 1B). Eastern

kingbird nest sites showed a more uniform distribution than

western kingbird sites along both principal component axes.

In/estern kingbirds showed a clumped distribution in both

ordinations, particularllz along the major gradient in the

ridge vegetation (i.e., Fig. 15: PC I; Fig. 1B: PC II).

Ordination of the nest sites on the first two princinal

components of the random plot analvsis (Figs. 16, f9) showed

a relationship between the two species' responses similar

to that above. Predictably, the western kingbird habitat
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space corresponded closely to that identified as having

characterized the north-zone microhabitat (Fig. J_2). Eastern

kingbird nest sites were, however, less uniformJ-y distributed,

particularJ-y aJ-ong the first principal component (i.e., the

north-south continuum), than would have been expected on

the basis of their microgeographical distribution on the

ridge. This suggests that most eastern kingbird nest sites

\dere situated in patches of north-zone type microhabitat.

Projections of both macrosites and microsites along

the discriminant axis of the random plot analysis revealed

that, although the species' patterns of response were similar

to those in the nest site discriminant ordinations, the

projections resulted in far less pronounced separation of the

species. At the macrosite IeveI, the differences between the

species was no longer significant, and at the microsite level_,

the difference became highly non-significant. Yet, analysis

of the kingbird nest sites (Tables 16, I7) indicated that

the differences between the species was best characterized

by a set of variables similar to those which best character-

ized the di f f erence between north and south microhabit.at.s.

The major exception to this general similarity was in the

importance accorded stems > 35 cil, at both macrosite and

microsite levels. The presence of significantly more stems

> 35 cm around western kingbird nest sites appears to be an

important difference between the species " At the microsite

Ieve1, peach-leaved willow also played a more important rol_e

than it did in the random plot analysis.
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Within the range of nricrohabitat types available on the

study area, the eastern kingbird can be considered to show

the fine-grained response of a gieneral-ist in its selection

of nest sites. It exploits the two major microhabitat

types roughly in proportion to their availability (see

I¡Iiens 1976). The western kingbirdr on the other hand,

exploits only the north-zone microhabitat type, and resembles

a specialist in its coarse-grained response to the habitat
heterogeneitlz (see Wiens I976) .

Rosenzweig (I974) proposed a theory for the evolution

of habitat selection which predicts that in a habitat con-

sisting of unequally abundant patch types, two phenotlzpes

(here, congeneric species) will be able to coexist success-

fully if one, the specialist, exploits the more abundant

patch type only, and the other, the generaÌist, exploits the

given mixture of patch types (see also Dueser and Shugart

1978). Under these conditions the niche of the specialist
will be nested within that of the generalist. The theory

also predicts that intertypic (here, interspecific) territor-
iality may evolve, and intertypic (interspecific) competition

should. be substantial.

Nest site selection in eastern and western kinqbirds

is consistent with Rosenzweig's theory in most respects.

Principal component ordinations cf the microhabitats of the

two species depict the western kingbírd habitat niche as

more or less a subset of the eastern kingl:ird habitat nicire.

Furthermore, the absence of a significant difference between
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idestern kingbird nest sites and north-zone eastern kingbird

sites at both the macrosite and microsite levels (Table 2l-)

indicates that both sets of nest sites are similar subsecs

of the total eastern l<ínqbird set.

Yet, contrary to the predictions of Rosenzweig's theory,

field observations of the two species indicate very litt.le
interspecific interaction. The only form of interspecific

aggression observed during the study involved the very

infrequent intrusion of a bird of one species into the nest

tree of the other species. This is in contrast to the

strong intraspecific aggression involving members of either

species in the general vicinity of a nest. Such a pattern

of behaviour is inconsistent with interspecific territorial-

ity, and certainly does not suggest substantial- interspecific

competition.

lrlo other studies of nest site selection in sympatric

eastern and western kingbirds are available for comparison

with respect to the above observations. Hespenheide (I964)

concluded that interspecific territoriality between western

kingbirds and Cassin's kingbirds (q. vociferans) in Arizona

apparently did not exist. Ohl-endorf (L974) , studying the

same species in Texas, reported some interspecific aggression

in defense of nest sites b1r both species, but more so by

Cassin's kingbird. Both studies reported frequent Íntra-

specific territorial interactions in western kingbirds.

Davis (1941) observed tl:.at aggression between eastern kinq-

birds and other species, including western kingbirds,
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occurred only in the immediate vicinity of the nest tree,
and involved only birds entering or moving around within
J-ho nocr *raa. He also pointed Out that interspeCifiC

encounters involving eastern kingbirds lacked the violence

of intraspecific interactions of this species. The obser-

vations of the present study are consistent with those of

Davis.

The emphasis on the importance of the nest tree pg se

suggests an explanation for the apparent lack of substantial

interaction between the species, in spite of the overlap

at the microhabitat Ieve1. lVestern kingbirds selected

si rrni fi r:¡nf 'lv dif ferent nest trees than eesf ern kincrlri rds -

even if only the north-zone nesting eastern kingbirds are

considered (Tabl-e 2I) . Western kingbird nest trees were

taller and larger than eastern kingbird nest trees, and

western nests were higher. The emphasis placed on height

by discriminant analysis of both the nest tree and combined

macrosite and nest tree data sets (Tables L9, 20) is given

further support by the observation that across the prairies

western kingbird nests are significantly higher than those

of eastern kingbirds. It would appear then, that vertical

separation is a major vehicle for nesting habitat resource

partitoning between these species. Thus, ât the level of

the nest tree, the habitat niches of eastern and western

kingbirds are not nested, and thus, only the occasional

conflict would arise between the species at a nest site.
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Nest Site Selection and Coexistence in Kinobirds

Itiiens (1973) pointed out that distinct bird-vegetation

relationships can be discovered at the within-habitat leve1,

but that these patterns may be of a very fine spatial scafe.

This is the case witir eastern and western kingbird nest site

selection on the forested ridge. The total range of varia-

tion in the vegetation, both structural and f1oristic, is

small, and thus the differences in nest sites of congeneric

species will be subtte, ât best. Irlevertheless, with a l-evef

of analysis that is sufficiently fine and detail-ed, differ-

ences are shown to exist.

The question remains whether the distribution of the

nests of each species represents true nest site sel-ection,

or merely nest site correlation (see Wiens L976). Does the

distribution of nests represent an active preference on the

part of either or both species, or is the cprrelation of a

species' presence with certain habitat factors the result of

the operation of external forces? If the former al-ternative

appliesr orÌ what basis is the selection of nest sites made?

The resul-ts of this study are only correlational, and such

questions cannot be answered conclusively without experimen-

tal manipulation of the system. However' some evidence

points toward true nest site selection.

Western kingbirds were observed on the ridge a few days

earlier than eastern kingbirds each year. They thus had the

advantage of a few days to select their microhabitats.
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Since observations indicate that a nest is usually located

where a pair was first observed, it appears that western

kingbirds are not displaced from their preferred microhabi-
#al-c l.r¡z #ha 'l¡#ar =--ir¡jh^ ê:qÈarn lr.innl-ri¡flg. WeStefn kinO-usr uu!¡¿ J\¿¡ryv!!uo. yyçÐ uç!¡¡ J!r¡¡y

birds on the ridge show the same tendency they show across

the prairies to nest significantly higher than eastern Jring-

birds. Since the average tree height, nest tree height and

nest height are significantly higher at western kingbird

sites than at eastern kingbird sites, it would appear, again,

that western lcingbirds are not displaced by eastern kingbirds

from their preferred sites.
The similarity of north-zone eastern kingbird and

western kingbird microhabitats would suggest that the pres-

ence of western kingbirds in the north zone could result in
the displacement of some eastern kingbirds from preferred

rnicrohabitats in the north zone, to south-zone type micro-

habitats. Yet, observations indicate that some of the

earliest eastern kingbird nests were situated in south-zone

type microhabitats in both years. These observations sug-

gest that these sites were not exploited by late arrivers

or by birds which were unsuccessful- in obtaining north-zone

type sites. In such a widelv distributed species as the

eastern kingbird (Fig. 1), exposed to a wide variation in

habitats throughout its range, sufficient intrapopulational

variation may exist that some individual-s may demonstrate

a preference for north-zone type sites and some for south-

zone sites, totally independently of the presence of a
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congener. In any case, the high degree of intraspecific

aggression, compared with the infrequent instances of inter-

specific interaction, woul-d suggest that the former is ex-

erting a greater influence than the latter on the distribu-

tion of the nests of both species.
7\¡¡rrmj -^ flron t-hr{- nocl- qi {-aq ârê :¡f i rzo'lrz qol an{-aÄlåÞÞLllttriJ.g quu+vçrJ ÞErçuevst

the basis for differential selection \¿üoul-d appear to be a

combination of rnicrohabitat and nest tree variables (Table

20). Western kingbird nest sites v'/ere characterized by

fewer but larger trees than eastern kingbird sites, and

western kingbird nest trees and nests v/ere higher than those

of eastern kingbirds. Given the emphasis that both species

appear to place on defense of the nest tree, this may be

the real basis for selection, in which case the microhabitat

factors may simply be correl-ated with the nest tree factors.

In any event, such a combination of variables is sufficient

to characteríze the nest sites of the two species, and to

demonstrate separation of the species along the nesting

habitat dimensj-on, to the extent that competition for nest

sites would not be substantial if this resource were, indeed,

the limiting resource (Fig. 25) .
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CONCLUSIONS

Eastern kingbird and western kingbird nests showed

similar distributions over the length of the study area.

Eastern kingbird nests were more uniformly distributed over

the width of the study area than western kingbird nesrs

which \.vere situated armost entirely in the north zone.

Principal component analysis of the random ptots
defined the rhabitat space' of the study area in terms of
the major components of variation in the vegetation.
Discri¡ninant function analysis of the random plots identi-
fied the major gradient in the variation of the vegetation.
This gradient, corresponding roughly to a microgeographical
gradient from north to south across the study area, was

characterized by an increase in the number and a decrease
j-n the size of trees across the ridge, and by an increase

in the density of sandbar will-ow. The analysis recognized

two microhabitat types, corresponding to the north and south

zones of the ridge.

Principal component anarysis of the kingbird nest sites
at both macrosite and microsite level-s determined the rela-
tive position of each species in the 'habitat space' .

Projection of the nest site data onto the random plot ordi-
nation indicated that eastern kingbird nest sites \¡/êr€ more

uniformly distributed than those of western k-ingbirds along

the major components of variation in the rÍdcre veqetation.
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western kingbird nest sites vrere restrj-cted to that portion
of the habitat space identifÍed as characterizing the north-
zone type microhabitat. Most eastern kinqbird nest sites
¡'l cn n¡¡rrn j aÄ thi s norf i nn Of the habitaf sn¡r-o _ qlr.r.rest.i noyv! ulv¡¡ v! u¡¡s ¡rqpr uq L Ðyqu_, Ð uyvuo ur¡rv

that north-zone type microhabitat was preferred by both
qnor. i o q

Discriminant function analysis of the nest sites at
t+1 three leveIs of resolution iclentified the variables
most important in characterizing the differences between

the nest sites of the two species. At the macrosite revel,
stems ) 35 cltt, stems 5-10 crTtr total stems, and density of
sandbar willow were the most important contributors to the

separation of the species. At the microsite l-evel, sEems

>35 cfir, density of peach-leaved willow, stems L5-20 cm,

and stems 5-10 cm were the most important discriminators.
trVestern kingbird sítes were characterized by fewer but

larger trees than eastern kingbird sites at the microhabitat
(macrosite and microsite) level. At the nest tree 1evel,

nest height, nest tree height, and relative nest height

\.vere the best discriminators. t^Iestern kingbird nest trees

!,/ere larger and talrer, and their nests \¡/ere placed hiqher

than those of eastern kingbirds.
Eastern kingbirds employed the fine-graÍned strategy

of a habitat generalist in their selection of nest sites
from both availabl-e microhabitat types, and in their selec-

tion of nest trees from a wicle range of tree size classes.

I{estern kingbirds exhibited the coarse-grained response of
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a specialist, selecting sites in only the north-zone type

microhabitat, and nest trees from the Ia-rger size classes.

A combination of macrosite and nest tree variables

best characterizecl the differences in nest sites of the two

species, and achieved the best statistical separation be-

tween them: stems 5-10 clrìr total stems, nest height, nest

tree height, and stems > 35 cm. The degree of separation

of the species along the resource dimension of nesting

habitat, defined in terms of these five discriminating

variables, is considered sufficient to permit coexistence

of the species in the event nesting habitat should prove

to be the resource limiting the population of either species.
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